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Two White's Charged In Somerville Shooting
The sixth consecutive Satur-
day march in Somerville,
Tent., was highlighted this
past weekend by the appear-
ance of comedian Dick Grego-
ry, and the town was made
tense when a bullet was fired
into McFerren's Grocery Store
with some 30 or 40 persons 1,
trying to do grocery shopping.
A bullet fired from a high ,
powered rifle, the kind used on '
deer hunts and one used to
shoot Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr., to death on a balcony in
Memphis. left a gaping hole in i
glass of the store, plowed a
furrow in the roof, hit the
wall, split in two and punctur-
ed two cans of pineapple juice
on a top shelf. No one was in-
jured.
Had it not been for au alert
citizen, the two white men re-
sponsible for the shooting might
have gone away free.
Jesse J. Jones said that he
was pulling up to the store arid
was about to park, when he
noticed a man raise himself
up from the bed of a pick-up,
truck with a rifle in his hands,
and fire in the direction of the
store.
Mr. Jones said that he did
not know if the store had been
struck by the bullet, but that he
pursued the truck for some
three miles before he was able
to see that it bore license num-
ber FH-6512.
After jotting down the num-
ber, he said that he went to the
town square and told a highway,
patrolman what had happened,
and the man directed him to
city hall and report the inci-'
dent to Fayette County Sheriff
Jim Bowling.
He said that he then returned
to McFerren's Grocery Store
and learned that a bullet had
entered the store.
In a hearing on Monday be-
fore General Sessions Judge
Paul Slimmers, David A
Green, 24, a television repair-
man, and David Johnson, a
farmer, were bound over to
the Fayette County grand jury
-and required to post cash
honds of $7,500 each. They
were charged with shooting
from a moving vehicle.
Mrs. McFerren was in charge
of the store at the time of the
shooting, and they notified their
attorney about the matter be-
fore calling the sheriff, who
has been accused of acting with
great delay in matters involv
jug blacks and whites.
The town has been the scene
of stepped up demonstrations
since Aug. 12, when a white
grocer, Julian Pulliam, attack-
ed a black woman, Mrs. Priscil-
la Hobson, and her two daugh-
ters, Misses Vester and Vernell
Hobson, following some words
exchange in an encounter of
the road near their home.
A crowd of some 1,600 black
and white persons marched
seven times around the court
square last Saturday before
proceeding on to the campus of
the Fayette County High School
where they were addressed by
Dick Gregory.
Also in town to speak during
the rally was the Rev. James
Bevel, director of direct ac-
tion for the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.
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who burned to death last
Wednesday morning, Sept. 24,
would like to know what hap-
pened to more than $50,000
worth of jewelry they had with
them when the late model Cadi-
llac Eldorado was burned un-
der a tanker carrying highly
explosive chemicals.
One of the reasons they be-
1;eve that the diamonds and
expensive watches were stolen
is that a highway patrolman,
who identified himself as "Trip-
lett" when reporting the trage-
dy wanted to know "where did
these boys- get all of this
jewelry?"
Buried over the past weekend
were Melvin Montgomery, 22,
driver and owner of the car,
ot 405 N. Fifth st.; Melvin
Eugene Taylor, za, of 302;
Walker; and Willie Holmes, 22,
ONE OF VICTIMS, Melvin Montgomery. is carried to his :10Maday.,, He was one of four youths to die in flaming
in New Park Cemetery following services on last At. -TstlItlitellVedne-day. (Withers Photo)
Ex-Officer Is Given
Day By Jury Here
A 33a ear-old former Mem-
phis policeman, charged with
murder in the death of a white
Mississippi farm laborer, was
found dead in a dry cell some
time after he went off duty on
the night of Oct. 5, 1967, was'
found guilty of involuntary
manslaughter last Friday night
and sentenced to one day in
jail.
Lon Chaney Boyd, who was
on duty as a turnkey in the
jail at tile time of the incident,
had chaiged that he was a,
victim of racial prejudice in
the part of the Memphis Police
Department.
hois charged in ihe chomini.
no one was Mt h bullet fired
lag trot*. tiVithert photo)
Crenshaw was that the lights
were disconnected in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. McKinley be-
cause of nonpayment of the
utility bill.
The fire destroyed two up-
stairs bedrooms of the nine-
room two-story white frame
house. Juanita McKinley, 3,
Tammy McKinley, 7, and Ver.
dell McKinley. 5 were killed in
the blaze.
Mrs. Crenshaw, speaking in
behalf of C 0 S T, said "I feel
this a tragic e x a m ple and
points up exactly what the sew-
See Page 2
Asst. Atty. Gen. Sam Catan.
zaro had asked the all-male
jury of seven Negroes to find
Mr. Boyd guilty of second de-
gree murder, which would have
meant a 10 to 20 year term in
the state prison.
Mr. Boyd was defended by
Attys. Frank Glankler and
George H. Churchill.
Some longtime courtroom ob-
servers also viewed the trial of
Mr. Boyd as a racial matter,
stating that over the years
hundreds of black prisoners
have beea found dead in cells of
the Memphis Police Depart-
ment, but that no white officer
has ever gone on trial, suspect-
ed of murder in any of the cas-
es.
Mr. Boyd said during his
time on the stand that he was
asked to go the Homicide Divi-
sion after be had made a state-
ment to the Internal Security
officers, and that after an offi-
cer informed him of his rights,
the officer in charge told him
that he didn't "want any b. . .
s. . out of him," that he was
one of those smart niggers. He
said that he replied that anyone
accusing him of murder in the
death of the victim, Morgan
Scott of Tupelo. Miss., was a
g. . . d . .
He said that another rankingi
officer in the department then'
said, "Lock that nigger up,",
and he was then charged with
By BILL LITTLE
Nashville, Tenn. — Co a c h:
John Merritt was sitting in his
office puffing on a big cigara
heaping praise upon Albany
State Codege. His Tenness ee
State Tigers had just complete&
a 42-7 bombing mission against!
the visiting Georgians in W.J.
Hale last Saturday night before
approximately 8,000 partisansa
Coach Merritt was glad tol
get the victory which push e
State's record to 2-0 but the
hefty mentor was not at alll
pleased with the manner in
which it was achieved. Stubborn'
Albany State made a creditable
showing before TSU used its1
depth to opan the flood gates
for three fourth quarter touch-
downs. "We were just fishing
around trying to break the
game open, "I feel they are
strong and aggressive and very
underated,• Merritt beamed.
"The early touchdown made
us lackadasical." Merritt add-
ed. The Big Blue got on the
scoreboard the first series it
handled the ball, using just
nine plas to eat up 77 yards
and the game's first score.
Quarterback Clifford Brooks
lofted a ugh aerial from the 18
and Maceo Coleman pulled it




Citizens Opposed To Starva-
tion Taxes (COST) an organi-
aation opposed to the Sanitation
and Sewer fee, WS week cited
a weekerd fire in which three
children died as another exam-
ple of unjust taxes.
The fire at 826 North Breed-
love Sunday morning was caus-
ed by a candle placed in a plas-
tic container against a wall in
an upstairs bedroom. "The rea-
son the candle had to be used"
said Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw
spokeswoman for the group "is
why we are interested in the
case."
The reason given by Mrs.
State Representative .T"me.
I. Taylor of District 5 gave
the welcome address on behalf
of the state of 'katitesaae to
more than 800 delegates to the
Tennessee State Beauticians'
Association in a mass meeting
at Parkway Gardens Presby-
terian Church.
The main speaker for ' h e
service was Harold Whalum,
president of Union Protective
Life Insurance Company.
The beauticians were in Mem-
phis for their 28th annual con-
vention in the Sheraton-P e &-
body Hotel.
Mrs F. E Cunningham is!
seteetary of the state conven-i
doe. The Rev. Ezekiel Bell was
host minister for the meeting.'
All of the victims were own-
ers of Cadillac Eldorados, in
husiness for themselves, and
,ere said to have been return-
ing from a trip to Washington
when the collision with the
chemical truck occurred15 miles
west of Rogersville. Tenn.. on
U. S. Hichway 11.
Milton Montgomery. an em-
ployee of Atlanta Life Insur-
ance Company, and uncle of
Melvin Montgomery, said that
his nephew was known to have
had at :east $20.000 worth of
jewelry on him, including an
WOW diamond stick pin which
was mounted for him by a
Memphis jeweler.
He saia that the young man
also carried at least $1,500 in
cash with him at all times, but
that when he and other rela-
Relatives of four young menitives a:rived at the white
'Carpenter and Price Funer-
al Home the night of the crash,
they were not allowed to view
the burned bodies until the fol-
lowing morning.
When they asked about the
jewelry that might have been
found in the vehicle, he said
that officials there claimed
that everything had been burn-
ed up in the fire.
Mr. Montgomery, said that
the front end of the car was
burned up, but that coins that
were evidently in the pockets of
the victims were on the floor
of the car ann unmelted.
The trunk of the car was not
burned, he said, but it had
been pried open and ransacked.
While they were in the area,
they said they attempted to
arrange for a meeting with the
highway patrolman who had
given his name as "Triplett,"
but that he would not agree to
see them face-to-face.
Since the truck loaded with
chemical, had toppled over on
the car in which the victims
died Mr. Montgomery said there
was some doubt in his mind
that his nephew was at fault in
the collision.
He said the authorities ex-
tended them their sympathy,
but still claimed to be positive
that the driver of the Cadillac
was at fault.
All of the victims were sur-
vived by Memphis relatives.
The Holmes and Taylor funer
als were handled by R. S.
Lewis and Sons Funeral Home,
the Montgomery funeral ar-
ranged by Hayes and Langs-
ton Funeral Home, and South-
ern Funeral Home in charge of
the Porter funeral.
Although she was already a
high school graduate, training
in the Job Corps has resulted
in a good job at home for Miss
Gwendolyn Baker, 19, of 1339
Gold ave.
Miss Baker has been an in-
structor with the Delta Educa-
tion Corps, here in Memphis
since it opened almost a year
ago. She teaches trainees such
subjects as mathematics, read-
ing, communications and con-
sumer economics.
A 1968 graduate of Hamilton
High School, the and a friend
had no intention of joining the
Job Corps when they went to
MAP-South that summer after
finishing at Hamilton. but they
, decided to go and at least
learn something about Job
Corps.
"I ended up going to .lob
Corps. she said, "but the
girl who was with me did not.
In the Center at St Louis,
Miss Baker took a business
and clerical course and at the
same time served as a teach-
er's aide
Miss Baker did so well at the
Center that she was asked to
serve as secretary to the direc-
tor of the establishment in the
absence of his regular secre-
tary.
When it came time for her to
graduate, Miss Baker was
offered two jobs in Memphis;
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By Diggs Oaf root'
WASHLNGTON — The Capital Press 
Club tool,
over the Shoreham hotel last Saturday
 night for its .
annual black tie feast. Delayed from the
ir visual spring
date, the members turned out in force t
o hoar Leronne
Bennett, the Ebony Editor and author . 
• . EEOC's
Bill Brown is moving to shore up his i
mage. Brown,,
in a press interview, predicted the 
construction trou-
bles ia Pittsburgh. Chicago and elsewhere.
 The Phila-
delphian, who came into his joh. under a 
cloud, is fast
catching *hold of the reine. In hard 
hitting speeches
and statements. Rrown intends to provide the 
climate,
of threat dislike the lack of clout 
his comMaiasion
. . . Tie White Mouse is still smartimg
 under the
stinging critique of the U.S. Civil Rights Commi
ssion.
The significant thing is that the Commission has 
never
pulled its punches, even when it affected Democrats.
The GOP, however, has felt the statements were poli-
tically motivated.
.10TITNGS: The National Welfare League is
taking out after the President's welfare proposals.
1 he League opposes the plan because it will ebol
ish
food atelltips and insufficient base paym
ents. The
NWL wants $5,000 instead of the proposed $1,6
aliottnent. It also threatens action programs if its
demands are not met . . . If what his happened to
the District's poverty program is any indications of a
national tread, such programs should be alerted. The
United Planning Organization (UN)), suffered a $1
million slash in budget by the 0E0. UPO gets half
of its budget from 0E0 and the other from the Labor
Department. Operating on a budget of $31 MilliOns
the local office was seeking more . . There are few
who believe the opposition to Judge Haynesworth will
get off the ground. There will be the hard que
stions,
but insiders feel the Southerner will be confirmed to
the Supreme Court. He could fool both his supporters
and his opponent,s once he dons the robes of the highest
tribunal.
INSIDE STUFF: Vice President Agnew's depar-
ture from his prepared text to oppose school busing to
achieve racial balances was not by accident. The VP
took the deliberate step to test reaction When the
Southern Governors before whom he as speaking,
appeared lukewarm, it called for support from higher
quarters. The inside story is that the school issue has
nsa.kers and the Nixon admisistratios Meals specifi.i
calls on these cases. Meanwhile, the administration'
will move in other areas of civil rights as compensa- J WAS
H_ United States and speak before cated at Kings Y..1NGTON — (NPli
tion for iaactivity in IL* school issue. geme 60Plaopepoi8entle71;jou'thjer 'pohNionheen "dents 
encourage
 aPPlic4- b. sailed with 
Military
of tions from qualified candidates. Sea Transportation Service as
strategists feel they can ride (his one out in the face; Maritime Recruitment Spe-
of some rnilitsuats' pressure for doing 
their ,.own thingei cfialist to handle the recruiting
with their "own schools." If the line of the 'militants'
of candidates u  s 
Merchant 
admissionma  to
is followed, however, it will mean that the "law and! Aca
demy from minority gnooge
te., He win also furnish moult.
order" administration will be going contrary "'` meat assistance to the main-
taw on school desegregation, time industry throughout the
country, determining specific
NOTES WHILE DRIVING: There is an interest-
ing piece of political by-play going on in racially tense 
problemsrninoritv 
group
 i n vol ev
rneciploIsh'eeshiring
Cairo, Illinois. The little town on the Southern tip ciel As a part of his efforts in
the state has had fire bombings, shootings from homes 
disseminating i n formation
about the U S Merchant
and automobiles and more recently the newly sip, "Marine Academy, a college
pointed chief of police quit along with its mayor.1 level institution sponsored by
Black militants have been met by white militants andj the 
government to provide
the town fears a bloody confrontation. Dialogue organizations 
tio grouposthrouseghools and
the!
non-existent among the blacks and whites, even the;
clergy. Last week as the pot boiled, blacks agreedi
to sit down if the governor sent in the Lt.-Gov. Paul
Simon. They said he was the one white person, in an
official capacity they could trust. The governor, Rich-
ard B. Ogilvie refuses. Simon was the one Democrat
who was elected in the Republican sweep of state,
offices in the last election. Ogilvie, a Republican, could
hand the Democrats and the promising young Lt.-Gov-
ernor a real plum if he permitted him to go into
Cairo on a peace mission and he succeeds.
THE LINE IN MOTION: Larry Still is definitely
coming hack to town. lie was here for the weekend
and making pleas. He will be doing some teaching at a
university as well as free lancing. There seems ta
be a major media contact in his future . . . Credit
Shirley Chisholm as the one new member on the
Hill who is getting the most national exposure. As
the first black woman congressman. Rep. Chisholm I.
sought after for personal appearances all amend the
country. So great have been the demands oil her time,
her office restricts press conferences wines she mums
into a town, and most especially the presence of
teevee cameras. Although the rulings have boas mode
on doctor's orders. lids restriction could backfire if the
excluded 'ambers of tie press become offended....
In a display rare for this era. members of the Km Klux
Klan and the local NAACP branch of Anderson. S.C.,
staged separate marches down the same pathway over
the issue of racial discrimination In the local past of-
fice. No one seemed to be overly impressed with the
other.
NAACP lists Demands To Board
BENGSTACKE, JR.
The Memphis branch of the
NAACP is now in the proces.
of making a c.nfrontation witn
the B n toll of Education.
Fresident of the civil rights
organization. Ezekiel Bell, said
during recent meeting, the
board's president had acted in
bad faith
In a letter to the board, the
NAACP stated "recent reac-
tions to the latest federal
court orders as regards he de-
segregation of Memphis city
schools have pointed out,
among other things, the failure
ot oar heard of education to
fulfill its obligatioo in this
area. T,:e Memphis Breach
NAACP regards the recent
court ()Hers completely made.
quite and therefore finds at-
titudes of a member of the
Memphis Board of Education
ond our superintendent eity
schools puzzling. Many black
teachers of the Memphis city
school syStem feel that through
the leadership of Mr. Stimbert
and Mr. Bosworth, teachers
and the citizens of Memphis
.,re being misled regarding the
information being given on
the recent federal court dese-
gregation order invols ing the
MR. AND MKS. CILARIES BAILEY cele-
brated their forty eighth wedding winker
sees, wee a neceptimi as the lawn of the
home 2552 Park Avesta,. The (*epic Wu,
- _
transferring of teachers "
The NAACP sent a list of
questions to the board of edu-
cation. On receiving the reply,
the NAACP came up with
problems, which they said are
Inequities that abound in inner-
city ohools, they continued!
"We eel that the Memphis cost
munity needs to know that:
1. There is no black rep-
resentation on the school
board or within the top ad-






few ebildrea Ilre, Clarks %tains aid Mrs.
Wafter grass of Itempida, Charles Sall-
ee, Jr., of Dayton, Ohio Led Nu, Rufus
Moslem toeiptoa, Califoruie
Marine Grad To Handle









2 Lines  2 weeks
Only $1  00
Call now
Jackson 6-8397
Cash-in on anything you





MSU STUDENT CENTER BALLROOM
Thursday, October 2 8:30P.M.
Fir Tickets, Cell, 321 1043
He will encourage additional
preparation from students and
their guielaace counselors to
ensure the long range prepara-
tion of those students who may
wish to apply for eatranee
when in their senior year.
A 363 graduate of the U.S.
Merchant Marine Academy lo-
Point. N
the
deck officer aboard survey
vessels, heavy lift freighters
and troop transports. Later he
sailed with United States Lines
as second officer in the Euro-
pean and Far East trades.




Lately, it seems that many of the anchors
that people depended upon to steady them-
selves during periods of trial have gone down
the drain. Faith in God, faith in people, faith
in yourself and faith in the future suddenly
seem to be running second to a fist in the
mouth, dissension, anger, violence, sit-ii,
strikes and riots. I'm not so naive to think that
a few well chosen words from me are going
to change all that. But I do believe that some-
body's got to start somewhere. That's why I
make it my business to visit schools and places
where young people gather. When I talk with
them, I try to leave them with a creed. It's not
very profound. But it touches on wine things
that are basic and real. It goes like this:
Lord, teach me that sixty seconds
make a minute, sixteen ounces a
pound and one hundred cents a dol-
lar. Help me to lie down at night
•with a clear conscience, unhaunted
by faces of those to whom I may
have brought pain. Grant that I may
earn my meal ticket on the square
and in earning it may do unto
others as I would have them do unto
me. Blind me to the faults of other
fellows and reveal to me my own.
Help me to be young enough to
laugh with children, yet mature
enough to be considerate of old age.
And when comes the day of dark-
ening shades, make the ceremony






This use Albany's defense 
1. During the trial, another turn- ,Children
, key • Pei olnian James Coop, istaved off TSU's Ti) charge,
however Larkin continued his; whit
e, said that he relieved Mr. 1 Caudal" Froth 
Pate 1
hijinks with another sparkling 1 Boyd on the 
night of





runback. Larkin raced 49 yards!dent• bu
t that having never
and was forced out of bounds; wives! a
ny orders to cheek said Shett f se three ewatinued. -1f e l:di:It he
near the TSU bench where he i the prisoner
s when he esnwelshould trou the minds of allail
was slugged by 245 pound AJ- on duty,
 he went about his usu-leieeted officials who figured la-
banY tackle Dave Woodard. I hi 
chores.
Both beeches emptied on to the But he was finally given
field with fists and helmets fly- such instructions as to what be
should do when going on duty
en Oct. 6. 1967. the day after
placement. The drive commenc-
ed 33 yards from Albany's goal
line. cot," Merritt beamed OPtitnisti- about the Yob in Memphis, and
BRAWL EMPTY BENCHES catty. . she has been employed here for
TSU, scoriae in every period, -- four mouths.
sot *Bother in the third stanza At the time that she took her
taut it saes a *hied e4chnhge Ex-Office Geoeral Education Develop-
of mausolea between the t w o , ment test, she said that she was
teams which higblighted the Continued From Page I , one of the tour of seven te
quarter. Glean Larkin, one of . m ake the grade needed for her
two fine punt return specialists murder diploma.
tor Tennessee, scored on a 52; Thpert e c t i the estatrwdo wofficerdesajeladterharin. took Both young women are luppy
yard spent. Harrell's boot for g; that they entered the Job
the _conversion was
again. The Larkin one act per- 
made such statements to Mr. ; casegreapste,r fil' 
security hasatbehrmghte. themforatadee continued as the ,o,, Boyd.
 One officer said that he
'"" was not even present when Mr. 
masa host year man ran Lloyd was interrogated.
seedier kick back 54 yards.
from the figurese'that you
submitted, that Negroes
must have been losing
ground at the rate of one
or two percentage points
a year
4. Na attempt is being
made to achieve racial bal-
ance at the administrative
level
5. "Integration" has been
j aimed :a one direction only,
(the lategrstioa ef black
chiltheu in to pre-
dominsally white .hocis)
and no plans have been
made for a mutual "give
and take" situation.
dete TSV scoring spree. Jacob Job Corps
',Mayes scored on a knifing 20
yard run, Harrell getting the
point to make the margin 28-7.
Thomas had a 26 yard punt re-
turn which led to a one yard
TD sneak for Gilliam and TSU
got its final score beating the
eitteit which showed only 23 sec.
Nigh left. Two passes by Gil-
liam, one for 31 yards to Joe
Scales, and another for 10 yards
and the TD to Coleman with
two secords left, culminated a
Charles Harrell kicked the paint
its lead when Harrell ran an native.
intercepte4 pass back 26 Y
to make the score 7-0.
golden opportunity- to add to
Moments later TSU missed
girds 
i48 yard effort. Alfred Reese
!booted his second extra point
t this season for the New Orleansof t
he night, the fifth in a row
RICE STADIUM BAFFLE
to the Albany six yard stripe. ..The • a bette tbri t
Costumed From Paso
tine as receptionist for the
Chamber of Commerce and the
other was the job at Delta,
which was offered to her by
Michael Devitt, the director.
She be" been with the organiza-
tion for more than 11 months
now.
The personable young lady
has her heart set on a career
as a junior high mathematics
teacher some day, and she
plans to continue working Inc
another year before Piot to
college.
She lo,es with her widowed
mother, Mrs. Doyle Baker at
The Rams held and Harrell the Gol
d ave. addrelle.
missed ,:n an eight yard field
goal attempt. Just before the
quarter ended State was knock-
ing on the door again when a
Joe Gillian. to 011ie Smith pass
play gave the Big Blue a first
down on (be Albany six. Again
the vision's' stingy defense held
for OQ the one foot hoe.
Tense f see took a 14-0 lead at
halftime when Brooks scamper-
ed 10 yards around left end
with 43 secoosis showing on the
stadium clock. Gilliam fired a
1.4 yard strike to Coleman to
fret taking to the mail ftena 
Another Job Corps grade-in the pest and I just
week with all the injuries we liitty
---- ate at Delta Education is Miss
JoAnne Williams, 22, the
sustaioed tonight," Merritt receptionist, weio lives with
umalled when asked about tile her mo:her, Mrs. Annie Belle
three Southwestern Athletie COD" Williams at 2466 Dana Drive.
ference teams on his schedule
and the Saturday clash with Williams managed to finish
A tenth grade dropout, Miss
Texas Southern in Rice Stad- tee equisalent of two years of
iuna AP Houston. Texas South- high school and a bus-loess and
ern upset the Big Blue in Hous- clerical course as well while
to in 1967 after being defeated so ate Job Corps Center in St.
by the Tigers 52-0 iti 1966 here. Louis, slier a five month stay
Coach Merritt said be is 
hopeful that Add can sign an ow.
see" at the Center in Cleveland,
ettractive opponent for a future MiSS Williams %Nos ale° a
set updsse siexcondpcsietei.x)rintHairroemil teacher's aide and a top stu-game in Memphis. 'We need
more Memphis players. We
can't have a decent ball club
without that good Memphis tat-
dent at the St. Louis Center.
After she successfully com-
pleted her course, she was told
2. The Memphis school
board practices racial dist-
criminatioo in the hiring
and promotion of school
personnel.
3. In the past four years
approximately 75-0,0 of the
new teachers hired have
been white, and if this
trend co n tinues, black
teachers can expect to be
eliminated from the public
school system within a
short ume. Although we do
not have the percentage fig-
ures of black and white
teachers prior to four years
ago, we can safely say,
_ _ _
Vanguish
Continued From Page I
ing for several minutes before
order could be restored.
INITIAL SCORS
Just wnen the Big Blue figur-
ed its record of being unscered
'imbie this season would remain
intact after a brilliant goal line
stand, the Rams broke through
to block James Thaxton's punt
on the Tigers 10. Thaxton, red
shined Last season, was a guar, him that if he were to tell him is no excuse for the death of
terback at Memphis Carver. his name, he wouldn't know the three children and that
The Menphian's boots other-
wise were for good yardage.
Albany got its score on a fourth
down pass from Tennie Burke
to Melvin Sherman from the It.
Howard Stocomb kicked the
point.
Charles Thomas, the other
half of TSU's explosive return
artiste, was the spark plu s
which set the timing on the
to passing the collection bill."
"I trust that all organiza-
tions in this city financed by
public funds will become legal-
ly and morally obligated to this
Mr. Scott was found dead in cause" Miss Crenshaw said.
the cell. "Because of this we wilt in-
tensify our effort for the re'
Mr Boyd said that when the:moval of both fees. We will at-
victim was first brought to
the lockup recite, of the jail,
he was uncooperative. refueed
to give his name, and told
tempt to raise the funds neces-
sary to help the McKinley fami-
Members of COST feel there
how spell because he was ML( & W played AO indirect
etuppid just like all the rest of but significant role in the cause
the niggers. of the fire.
Mr. Scott, who was white,
was said to have died several
hours after being placed is
jail from a hard blow to the
stomach, and could not have
lived nem than three hours
from the time he sustained such
an injury.
The McKinley family a s
moved in with the Wesley Brat-
ford family, who like the Mc-
Kinleys uave a very high Sani-
tation and sewer fee and like
the liclEinleys, & W Is
threatening to disconnect their
LoErmessa2s.s.i.olp
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 4, 19
Rufus Thomas To Tell
Of Evils Of Narcotics
Rufus Thomas, popular Mem
phis recording artist and WDIA
disc jockey, is one of 10 radio
personalities selected to draft
a national program to explain
the evils of narcotics to Ameri-
can youth.
Bud Wilkerson, former Uni-
versity of Oklahoma head foot-
ball coach and now an aide to
President N i xon, select e d
Thomas and nine other radio
disc jockeys to assist in study-
ing and finding ways to get the
"message across to the youth
that narcotics are harmful
"I am one of two black men
selected for the position, and
.the only one from the M i d-
'South. 1-Er4_, Kent of Chicago is
the only other Negro on the
committee." said Mr. Thomas.
"Music is the basic thing
that the kids like, regardless if
it's underground, on top or
AM or FM. Somewhere, disc
jockeys can get down there
and talk their language and
show it to them. Communica-
tions is the only way to bridge
the generation gap."
Mr. Thomas said a lot of
proposals are being studied.
"We hope to get the message
across with posters, book cov-
ers, book markers, bumper




He added: "It is a real chal-
lenge. But the message that
narcotics can ruin careers and
destroy life must be put before
the kids of today."
Disc jockeys from New York,
Chicago, Aust in, Atlanta,
Denver, Seattle and San Fran-
cisco also will help draft the
plan.
They will meet again in six
weeks to work out the pro-
gram.
Jackson State To Give
National Teacher Test
Jackson State College hasIdates throughout the country
been designated as a test who take the tests, Mr. B. J.
center for administering the McCullough said.
National Teacher Examine- At the one-day session a
tions on November 8, 1969, Mr. candidate may take the Coin-
B. J. McCullough, Director of mon Examinations, which in-
Testing, announced today. . elude tests in Professional Edu-
cation and General Education,
College seniors preparing to and one of the fifteen Teaching
teach and teachers applying Area Examinations which are
for positions in school systems designed to evaluate his under-
which encourage or require ap- standing of the subject matter
plicants t o s u bmit their and methods applicable to
scores on the National Teacher the area he may be assigned
Examinations along with their to teach.
other credentials are a eligible Bulletins of Information de-
to take the tests. Last year scribing registration procedures
more than 107,000 candidates and containing Registration'
took the examinations, which Forms may be obtained from
are prepared and administered Mr. B. J. McCullough, Jackson
by Educational Testing Serv- State College or directly from
ice of Princeton, New Jersey. the National Teacher Exami-
The designation of Jackson nations, Educational Testing
State College as a test center Service, Box 911, Princeton,
for these examinations will New Jersey 08540. Prospective
give prospective teachers in teachers planning to take the
this area an opportunity to4est should obtain their Bulle-
compare their performance on;tins of Information promptly,
the examinations with candi-Ildr. B. J. McCullough advised.
Rioting As American
As Cherry Pie-SEPIA
Y nou think rioting is so of
rit- w.? And you think it is some-
thing black people do against
white people? Think again!
SEPIA, in its September is-
sue says, "Riots, looting and
burning are nothing new for
this country, going back to
the Boston Tea Party, the
Whiskey Rebellion, the Draft
Riots, and most deadly of all—
The Great Strike in 1877. And
until this decade, black Amen-
cans were never associated.
with that destructive form of
protest."
When railroad owners hack
in 1877 tried to reduce wages
because of a depression, they
unleased a riot which spread
through 11 states and took
45,000 National Guardsmen
plus 2000 US. soldiers to stop.
SEPIA points out that "New
York and Pennsylvania alone
spent about one million dollars
suppressing " The Great
Strike", as it came to be call-
ed . .Baltimore was the scene
of the first violence . . .Pitts-
burgh was struck next by mobs
of violent whites who attacked
Pennsylvania Railroad proper-
ty . . .Chicago joined violence,
leaving 12 dead and 100 arrest-
ed . . .St. Louis. Buffalo, San
Francisco and Reading. Most
of the United States was affect-
ed by The Great Strike of 1877.
And in typical 1960-fashion,
Congress investig a t e d, the
causes, the National Guard and
Army investigated the causes,
private committees investigat-
ed the causes.
The New York Herald-Trib-
une, hcosever, probably sum-
med up a good part of the
cause, accdrding to SEPIA,
when it quoted Rev. Henry
Ward Beecher about the strike:










"AM ME ANOTHER ONE," may be what
Clifford Davis, right, is asking quizmaster
Robert .'lloneyboy" Thomas, left, of Radio
Station WDIA. but he is relying on Bill
Davis to give him the answer. The Davis-
alritwalrialhastallrialralr • ar aar +yr? lima.J.710:01 111rWral. sOr .41-3 Pr Or- Jr- 10 •P" sr so
DEFENDER
es represent First National Bank, which
is the sponsor of "Quiz 'Em On The Air,"
heard each week on WDIA with high school
teams competing for prizes.
Ralph Jackson Named Pres.
Of New Corporation
Dr. H. Ralph Jackson, di-lour communities." He said
rector of the Department of he felt the undertaking could
Minimum Salaries of the AME:be an example to other
church, was elected president!churches in ecumenical black-
of the board of directors oU white cooperation in the field
Christian Brotherhood Homes of housing. Churchmen in the
Corporation, a newly formed localities of the projects will The A:lanta housing complex
corporation, be organized into corporations
would be developed on the
to operate the housing c o m-The appointment was made west side o e city at e
in Indianapolis, Indiana, after, 
p exes.
Avenue and Sutherland Ter-
representatives of the Chri s- Vice-president of the new race
tian Church (D isciples ot
Christ) and the African Metho-
dist Episcopal Church agreed
to undertake jointly the devel-
opment of $9.5 million in low-
rent housing in three southern
corporation is Byron L. Spice,
director of housing and urban The Baton Rouge develop-
ministries for the Diciples' ment would be an addition to
United Christian Missionary an existing low-rent project
Society, called Scotland Square.
The secretary is Bishop E. L.
ed four specific projects, and Bishop 
pt. Hickman of Atlanta, presiding,
of the AME church 
m 
emphian Goesstates. The organization ado
vowed that this was just the in Georgia. The treasurer is
start of the joint venture in Wade D. Rubick, 
general coup-
housing. sel for the United 
Christian
Missionary o c y. Each
. The projects approved by church has six members on the 0
corporation board of directors.
Church leaders indicate they
were open to further proposals
built in Jackson Miss., at w both the AME church and from
cost of $2,440,839; a 150-unit
project in Atlanta, Ga., cost-
ing $1,950,000; and a 100-unit
facility in Baton Rouge, La.,
valued at $1,400,000. will 
be sought from the United 
Governments erence
Christian Missionary Society, Washington, D. C. Sept. 18, 22.
"The Disciples of Christ" 
'
the Board of Church Extension
are e A ected to provide and possibly other units of the He is the son of Mr. and
Conf
the board included a 200 fami-
ly complex to be built in Mar-
rero, La., at a cost of $3,804,146;











lead-off p a ragraph begins,
"There's one last outpost re-
maining to be conquered by
the black athlete in the violent
world of professional football."
The author decries the obvious
gimmick employed by profes-
sional teams who draft an out-
standing black quarterback,
only to "discover" he's better
at some other position.
The fate of black children in
adoption agencies is covered
by another SEPIA article;
WON'T SOMEBODY PLEASE
LOVE ME? The pictures of
those loveable little kids in or-
phanages is enough to bring
tears to your eyes. More tears
can be shed over the fact that
the vast majority of all the
200,000 youngsters in adoption
shelters today are black boys
and girls.
SEPIA'S September fold-out
poster is a colorful sample of
art work painted by Tom Feel-
ings, a Brooklyn, New York
artist featured in the maga-
zine.
IEIT PLACES TI 1E1
MORE CAI III till MONEY!
Orleans, on the West
the Mississippi River.
The Jackson, Mississippi,
location is identified as U.S.
Highway 49 and Elraine Blvd.
Bank of
u en ee
Freddie Criss, president of
the Student Government Assn-
• 
ciation at Stillman College in
Tuscaloosa, Ala., attended the
National Association of Student'





Sam Johnson Joins-. NSSFNS In Atlanta
Samuel H. Johnson of At.
!ante, G e orgia has beeo!
named the Director of t h e
new Southeastern Regional Of-
fice of the National Scholar-
ship Service and Fund for
Negro Students (NSSFNS). The
announcement of the opening
of the new regional office and
the appointment of its direc-
tor was made today in New
York City by Hugh W. Lanej
NSSFNS President.
"This office, to be located
in Atlanta, Georgia, brings our
operation closer to the target
population we exist to serve,",
said Lane, "and the availabili-
ty of Sam Johnson comes at the
exact point in history when
we are prepared to make a
maximum effort to move in-




Two Memphis girls haveen-
tered the freshman class at
Mt. Holyoke College at South
Hadley, Mass.
They are Miss Shirley Denise
Cosby, daughter of Mr- and
Mrs. Ernest Cosby of 905 Lane
ave., and Miss Deborah North-
cross, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Theron W. Northcross of
1832 S. Parkway East,
Nfiss Cosby was graduated
from Northside High School
where she was edhor-in-chief
of the yearbook and secretary
of the Future Teachers Associa-
tion.
A 1969 graduate of Central
High School where she was an
honor student, Miss North-
cross was active in several
volunteer youth groups, includ-
ing the NAACP. the March of
i Dimes, the Cancer Society and
Muscular Dystrophy.
$202,000, in "seed" money to
initiate the projects with fede-
ral funding to follow.
The corporation, which is
non-profit, will build and main-
tain the housing for low and
moderate income 441 m dies and
will provide cent in social
services, s u ch as assist-
ance to tenants in their finan-
cial management, counseling
on personal and family prob-
lems, and other educational
and charitable aid.
The 650 total units in the four
projects range in size from
one to four bedrooms.
Dr. Jackson asserted that
the joint effort indicated that
"we are interested in building
up rather than tearing down
black members of the Christian
Church.
Christian Church.
Some $25,000 has been ad-
vanced also from the Dis-
ciples' "Reconciliation" urban
emergency fund. The Joint
Musing body is incorporated in
Memphis, Tenn., national head-
quarters of the AME church.
' The corp oration named
I Raner, Sugarmon, Lucas and
Willis of Memphis as attorneys
for the four projects.Robert A.1
Hester of Memphis was se-1
lected as feasibility consultant.1
Ned H. Abrams of Sunnyvale,
Calif., was obtained as the ar-
chitect.
Plans call for the Marrero,
La., project to be developed
at Ames and Fourth Street.
Marrero Is a suburb of New
Mrs. Ben Criss of 1579 S. Well-
ington, Memphis. At Stillman,
he is active in student affair,
He hasserved as vice preq
dent and president of the cam-
pus United Negro College
Fund, chairman of the Tutorial
Assistance Board, treasurer
of the Dormitory Council, presi-
dent of Gamma Iota Sigma
honor society, and secretary of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Mr. Criss was accompaniod
to 'the Washington meeting by
Otis Fluker, Dean of Students,
Harold N. Stinson, president of
the college, and Charles Lett,
vice president of the SGA.
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS
2 Blocks-Downtown
National Baptist Hotel-Bath House
Own & °wood By
National Baptist Convention.U.S.A-Ine.
Our Hotel is the epitome of luxurious comfort and elegant living with "Every-
thing under one roof". 96 Rooms and luxury suites with down to earth 
rates.
Air-conditioning, Colored Television, Radio, 24 hour Telephone Service, Dining
Room, Beauty Shop and Free Parking. Bath House-under the regulations 
of the
United States Governments. For information and reservations Write or 
Call--
National Baptist Hotel—Bath House-501 Malvern Avenue Telephone 
623-8864


















students from high school to
college."
The regional office is located
at 931/2 Hunter Street, N.W. in




south of Washington D. C. and
east of the Mississippi River.
plus those in Texas and Louis-
iana.
ed Presbyterian Church of the
U.S.A. As their Regional Field
Counselor for the Southeast-
the Upward Bound Program;,
The 
area of the C. S., MrH The
U. S. Office of Education;
Johnson combed rural andl
' and Foster Parents, Inc.,small urban areas in 11 South- Palo Alto, California.
eastern states. In these areas
he contacted black youngsters' As part of his new assign-
and their families and organiz- ment, Mr. Johnson will coor-
ed facilities through which they dinate the Educational Talent
were assisted in matters in- Search Program for the Delta
Isolving educational, vocational Area of Mississippi. This pro-
and personal problems withi gram is funded by the United
special reference to college ad-;States Office of Education and
missions and financial aid, administered by NSSFNS.
NSSFNS, now in its 21st The n a tional offices of
year, is a college referral serv- NSSFNS are at 1776 Broadway,
ice for black high school NYC.
- — -
juniors and seniors. The or-
ganizauun, which has the coop- •
eration of over 1000 colleges
— public and private, 2 and 4
year—works to direct the
black high school student to-
ward colleges which will be
able to offer him her ad-
mission and financial aid.
From 1962-1968, Mr. John-
Mr. Johnson. originally from son's work for the Presbyter-
Indianapolis, Indiana and now 
ian Church included his posi-
a resident of Atlanta, has had, 
tion as Resident Director of the
a distinguished creer in the highly 
s u c cessful Summer
field of mi,ority youth edu- 
Studies Skills Program at
cation. For the last 10 years, he 
Knoxville College. Mr. Joiin-
has represented the Educa- 
son's unique expertise with
tional Counseling Service of the 
black youth and their pro b-
Board of Missions of the Unit- 
lems has made him a valuable
consultant t o o rganizations• '
concerned w it h m i nority—
youngsters. Among them are
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups




248 Vane* Ave. 3A 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
YOUR Compeer Makes Whet Yaw Ask for Asa
Creates What Yoe Think or
THE BIG BOOKS OFFER
This I41,ek 20,000 LEAGUES $1.49 2)4
BIG SIZE BIG VALUE
Full 8 x 11 Paperback prices
Over 200 pages Family classics
Complete and unabridged
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EASTUTI 1OUTMUTI , GATEWAY MALL
6100 Perk Arc 1133 So. Third St. 3230 Jackson Ave.
STORI HOURS; 10 a.m. 111 9:30 p.m. DAKY, CLOUD SUNDAYS
"ratTE WORSHIP Versus the False" is the
subject of the lecture being given here by
J. C. Howard of New York City during con-
vention held recess* ht West Mespnte,
Ark. Some 23 ministers were baptised end
°ruined at the three-day convention.
Cage Family Receives
Tenn. Welfare Payment
It was announced by Rev.
D. E. Herring Jr-, president of
iMallory Knights Charitable Or-
ganization, that Mrs. 011ie Lue
Cage has received her first
check from the Tennessee
Department of State Welfare.
-The board of directors of
MKCO, along with Mrs. Cage,
wishes to express their ap-
preciation and thanks to those
who have given aid and as-
sistance to this family,
especially to McCann L. Reid,
editor of the Tri-State Defen-
der; R. S. Lewis & Sons Fune-
ral Home for their contribu-
tion of $200.00; W. W. Fields
of Hollywood Cemetery for his
contribution of $65.00; the hon-
orable Judge Odell Horton Jr.,
for his contribution of $50.00;
and also many other groups
and individuals who have
helped us to help Mrs. Cage
and her family," said Harry
L. Strong, director.
Mrs. 011ie Lue Cage and her
ten children moved to Memphis
from Mississippi in March of
this year to live with her son
who was killed in Chicago.
leaving the mother and ten
sisters and brothers in a desti-
tute situation
Mallory Knights came to
the aid of Mrs. Cage, buried
her son, and has been help-
ing the family with food, cloth-
ing, rent, and utility bills.
Jones, Dupree
Eye Title Shot
JERSEY CITY, N.J. (UPI)
— Eddie "Bossman" Jones
land Jimmy Dupree have under-
' gone pre-fight physicals for their
10-round light heavyvright bout
that will probably earn the win-
' ner a shot at Bob Foster's title.
It seems like I've been here
before," Jones said "Earlier
this year. I only needed one
more win to get a shot at Fos-
ter. I was ranked first, and
they told me if I beat And
Kendall I'd get to fight for the
title
"I must have been crazy to
take the fight because I was
already No. 1, but I figured
that guy Kendall couldn't give
me any trouble," he added.
Then the day before the fight,
I got sick and had a lin tem-
perature. I stayed up all
night with the flu, and when I
got in the ring I knew I was
in trouble. I threw everything
1 had in the first couple of
rounds, and when I couldn't
knock him out I Just withered.
He was one tough customer."
Kendall took the decision, but
was knocked out by Foster
in their title bout.
"If he thinks he's gonna get
a title shot by beating me,
he is a mistook fighter," Du.
pre said. "When I'm done, bell'
call me bossman.•'
Promoter Lou Lucchesee gavel
acting state athletic Nimmis-'
stoner Midi is Mogelever a
check for $50.000, which he said
could be used as a guarantee for
Foster to meet the winner. It
is Lucchese's first proniution
in New Jersey, and the first
bout under Mogelever, who
was named acting commis-
sioner recently after a long
term on the commission.
The MKO has also helped her
to obtain welfare benefits from
the Tennessee Department of
Welfare. Along with the Health
Department in Mississippi,
and Wellington Clinic Mallory
leen with the necessary birth
trecords so that they may an-
Iter school.
Mrs. Cage said, "I am so
happy to know that the citizens
of Memphis do care, because
had it not been for the good
people of Memphis; I don't
know what my family and I
would have done. I thank all
of you from the bottom of my
heart. It is so good to be a
Memphian."
Mrs. 011ie Lue Cage and
family live at 742 Williams
Knights has provided the chil- street.
- —
Recital Planned
By II Canto rium
The H Cantorium singers
win be presented in recital
neat Sunday. Oct. 5, at 3 p.nt•
at the Macedonia Bap tist
Church. and the public is in-
vited.
A Ws and fashion show will
also be presented in the kick-i
off for annual Women's Day.
The Rev. Moue Theme. Jr., I






Anti at Barter, you not only set
tIi. latest style., but yeu cbiose
from the latest fabrics. the latest
celery yoo tok. actorerstoat ot our
fernovi Pottery To veer Prices.
These wit. ere ref frees the same
fabrics *et su,11 tellting much
were ore cot irons Take adoon-
tag• of these great fall suit buys
PRICED FROM
'42°' To '65
Silk Weal, Dorton, Atehoir. Mad.
In eve eons factories. Sold direct
rt• double noshed,.
Core see for yourself why many
of ASWPf i<O'S t.p etecvlietes -oar
Solder Clothes tend recommend
them to their friends. We carry
longs, Extra longs, Shorts. Stool,
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You Don't Pay More..











Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,





At 8601 100 proof 'There is nothing better in the irarket-
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT SOURBON WHISI(P•86 PROOF • 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN BONO
IIROWN-FOR/AAN DISTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE IN K1NEUCKY • mg.
MRS. DAVID LESTER IS WINNER OF
$209.79 ON WMC'S 'FORTUNE FONE'
%MC Radio Station Manager presents If, Lester of 278 Carpenter, with a check
for 1209.71. Thousands of dollars have been won by lucky WMC Radio 79 listen-
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BOB HICKS j"FAT MAN")
JOE-B-YOUNG (WHIZ KID)
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Civil Rights
Up to 15 years, ago, the status
of the Negro in the American
society was that of a second-class
citizen. And in Judge Roger B.
Taney's opinion of an earlier time,
the black man had no right that a
white man was bound to respect.
But, the Supreme Court's school
desegregation decision of May 7,
1954, brought the black man closer
to the blessings of first-class citi-
zenship than ever before.
The action of the court was
hailed as a landmark decision, be-
cause in one sweep it brushed aside
not only Judge Taney's invidious
opinion, but also the old "Separate
but Equal" affirmation which
helped make the Negro a second-
class citizen.
Since the court's school deci-
sion, desegregation h a s gone
through a fiery ordeal. Blood has
been spilled, lives have been lost
and federal troops had to be dis-
patched to force compliance with
the law. Yet, integration in many
Southern school districts is yet an
unfulfilled dream. It must be said,
however, since 1954, every Presi-
dent of the United States, with the
notable exception of President
Nixon, has tried to implement the
court's desegregation injunction
either through legislative proposals
or affirmative assertion giving
moral support to the mandate.
Eisenhower sent troops to little
Rock; Kennedy dispatched federal
marshals to Oxford and Tuscaloosa.
Under Johnson, civil rights were
Exposing
The old familiar lie that Ne-
groes are lazy and don't want to
work, is at last being exposed for
what it is: a damn lie. It is a lie
that has been told often enough
to hurt the image of 'American
black folk to their economic disad-
vantage. It was long assumed that
since the black man was unwilling
to work, he was therefore satisfied
with his condition of life, poverty,
slums, ignorance and poor housing.
His demand for jobs now in-
stead of crumbs or alms has created
a dilemma. They don't know what
to make of it. Rather than help
the black man earn his bread with
dignity and self-respect, they say
he isn't q,ualified. Some are even ad-
vancing the notion that the black
man's intelligence is so low that he
can never meet the requirements of
skilled labor.
The trades unions have inor-
dinately short memory. They for-
Under Nixon
expanded toward making the black
man a first-class American citi-
zen. Nixon is the first Chief Execu-
tive, since the Court's school opin-
ion, to back away from the inte-
gration commitment.
The U.S. Commission on Civil
Rights was quite right in condemn-
ing Mr. Nixon for what it terms a
major retreat on public school de-
segregation. Father Theodore Hes-
burgh, president of the University
of Notre Dame and chairman of the
commission, read a statement,
adopted unanimously by the six-
member bi-partisan agency, that ob-
jected to several reoent Admini-
stration actions:
Among them are the Admini-
stration's failure to oppose the
House amendment that would re-
quire the Secretary of Health, Ed-
ucation and Welfare to accept the
freedom of choice desegregation
plans, and the unprecedented step
of the Justice Department in re-
questing federal courts to postpone
school desegregation in Mississippi,
South Carolina and Alabama.
Welfare Secretary Robert H.
Finch defended the Administra-
tion by saying that more will be
done for school integration in the
next two years than has been ac-
complished in the last 15 years. This
kind of promise amounts to what
Mahatma Gandhi used to describe
as a post-dated blank check. It is
a promise that's likely to remain
unfulfilled.
A Big Lie
get the days when they had to
struggle on bloody picket lines to
win elemental rights. Their nega-
tive attitudes, their indifference to
the needs of black labor show that
they have not yet developed a sense
of public responsibility.
There is no question but that
the black worker is fighting three
giants: the building trades, the con-
struction industry, and the city of
Chicago.
The unions and the building
constractors showed no disposition
to come to grips with the basic
issues involved in the controversy
over employment of black labor.
We repeat our warning in pre-
vious editorials that the situation
is frought with grave consequences.
Unless a settlement is reached
pretty quickly, the poesibility of
riots and bloodshed must not be
underestimated.
Portugal Welcomes Inspection
Portugal displayed good sense
In offering to open its overseas
territories to inspection by African
independence leaders. The invita-
tion can avert further bloodshed
and bring a peaceful, negotiated
settlement of differences with Afri-
cans inside and outside Angola,
Mozambique and Guinea.
Riding the crest of the wave
of freedom and independence for
the black man, the recent Addis
Ababa conference dispatched four
African foreign ministers to the
UN Security Council to deliver this
ultimatum:
"If Portugal refuses to release
the three territories, the 82 inde-
pendent countries of Africa will re-
sort to arms."
It was a declaration of the in-
tent to make war. cleverly and ironi-
cally couched in the farm of a decla-
ration which accused Portugal of
"threatening the peace" by re-
fusing to accede to their de-
mands. The Africans were taking
the offensive, convinced that right
was on their aide; that they were
justified in resorting to force to
gain independence. That's what the
American colonies once did, Afri-
cans, with an acute knowledge of
history, keep reminding America.
The Charter of the United
Nations clearly prescribes the use
of force, but the African threat to
resort to arms, if Portugal took
refuge in the Charter to deny in-
dependence, won widespread sup-
port. It could not be ignored with
impunity, and Portugal has recog-
nized this.
It is by no means ready to ad-
mit the claims of the Africans,
but is willing to let them enter the
territories to see for themselves
how their fellow men are living.
Portugal Is confident that its
African citizens will declare them-
selves to he satisfied with the now
reforms they have been grand
and with the constitutional relation-
ship with Lisbon.
Supreme Court affect our live*. In the past decade the
Warren court has opened doors for black citizens and
helped bring a greater measure of freedom to us all.
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The Big Parade 
j
Blacks, Jews Find 1
Doors Closed To 1
Room At The Top
By LOUIS MARTIN
Those who live in glass houses, according to the
familiar adage, take certain risks when they throw
stones. The Nixon Republicans got a great thrill out
of baiting and finally bouncing Abe Fortes off the
U.S. Supreme Court. Now these self-righteous GOP
'archangels have a candidate for the Supreme Court
who is having difficulty explaining his financial
!record, Judge Clement F. Haynsworth of South
Underneath all that hullabaloo over
A be Fortas finances were two factors
that served as big sticks in the hands of
his enemies. First, he is a Jew and
second, he is a liberal.
We blacks are so mistreated that
we seldom have time to think of the
problems of any other group. Neverthe-
less discrimination against Jews in high
places is an accepted fact in American
life.
There are no Jews who can be con-
sidered important decision-makers in the
federal government although there are some in advi-
sory roles. Mr. Nixon tells Jews the same thing he tells
us. By God, he loves us.
The second factor that served to torpedo Abe
Fortes, of course, was his espousal of liberal doctrine.
In the eyes of the conservatives who supported Presi-
dent Nixon in the campaign and in the eyes of Mr.
Nikon himself, the U.S. Supreme Court, under the
leadership of Chief Justice Warren, was too liberal and
too concerned with social justice for minorities.
Abe Fortas, like Thurgood Marshall, strengthen-
ed the Chief Justice's liberal hand. If Fortas had been
a reactionary Jew, the heat generated by his enemies
might not have been so intense.
President Nixon's selection of Judge Clement F.
Haynsworth of Greenville, S.C. for the Supreme Court
vacancy brought cheers from Senator Strom Thur-
mond and all the knuckle-heads of the GOP right
wing.
Judge Haynsworth was described recently as a
"middle-aged, pink-cheeked, country-club lawyer from
the Deep South whose idea of living dangerously
seemed to be the occasional purchase of an over-the-
counter issue for his $800,000 portfolio of corporate
securities."
Caro-
The choice of Haynsworth fitted neatly into the
political pattern that Mr. Nixon and his aides have
developed for building a new Republican majority to
assure election victories in the years ahead. This new
plan calls for lily-white coalition which would em-
brace the voters who plunked for George Wallace and
the Western and Middle West Nixon Republicans.
They share Goldwater's regard for the North Eastern
electorate.
When President Nixon announced the nomination
of Haynsworth, the NAACP and the black leaders of
the country promptly panned him as a racist. This
charge his friends deny but his judicial record seems
to support.
George Meany, the boss of organized labor, start-
ed an attack on Haynsworth from another quarter.
Testifying before a Senate committee, Meany said
that the Judge took an anti-labor position in seven
cases which were finally taken to the Supreme Court.
In six of those cases the Supreme Court unanimously
reversed the South Carolinian. In the seventh case
only one of the Supreme Court justices agreed with
Haynsworth.
As this is written the big guns in the Admini-
stration, including the officials in Vie Justice Depart-
ment, are frantically working on ea olanations which
they hope will clear Judge Haynsworti. of the growing
public suspicion that he took advantage of his know-
ledge of some corporation cases before his court to
buy stock and make a fast buck.
Of course. if Judge Haynsworth were black or a
Jew or a liberal, the current disclosures of his stock
dealing would automatically kill his chances for con-
firmation. Abe Fortes was forced out not because
he committed any crime but because he was said to
be too "insensitive to judicial ethics."
WEAPONS-OF WE BLACK CRUSADER
A POINT OF VIEW
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
POWER OF THE PRESS
The black newspaper in the
United States once exhibited 1
tremendous power in its influ-
ence on Negro (black) thought
and action. It still has a great
potential. despite the fact that
the primary role of the black
newspaper today seems to be
that of serving as a kind of '
appendix to the major adver-
tising media of the nation.
The preceding observations
were made by way of empha-
sizing a suggestion. The sug-
gestion is that the black press
of the nation join pages in one
loud, forceful, simultaneous
protest against the appointment
of established arch-segregation-
ist Clement F. Haynesworth,
J th C ftr., o e supreme ourt 
Senator Birch Bayh, the liberal Democrat from
Indiana, has been leading the fight against the con-
firmation of Haynsworth. Young, smart and vigorous,
Senator Bayh knows very well that those prayer meet-
ings President Nixon holds in the East Room of the
White House have no effect upon the official sin-
ners. 
It seems that the administration is determined
to ram through the confirmation of Haynsworth with
the support of some Dixie Democrats who are South-
erners first and Americans second. This is a horrible
o
the United States.
It might capture the imagina-
tion of the nation if its black
editors gave one more dying
kick of united action. And the
time to kick is right now. It
might just be in time to fore-
stall something that could set
this country back a hundred
years.
If black editors would come
out together in opposition to
Haynsworth's appointment by
the Nixon Outfit. . .if black
editors would provide guidance
to their audience of readers
by urging each and every one
of them to send telegrams. . .
not letters. . .to their Senators I
before the final votes are castl
for or against Haynsworth. . .
the entire country would be
shaken op. . .even if Mksis-
sippi's Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee iconducting the hear-
ings) Chairman Negro-hater
Eastland wasn't.
The current mood of the
nation seems to insure Hayns-
worth's appointment...especial-
ly since he has the rabid support
of an anti-Negro President. But.
still the black editors' protest ,
should be made. . .from a
united wont. . .at the same
time. That would be another
manifesthtion of the sort of
social dynamics black folk
!heed to explore more exhaust-
ively as this civil rights strug-
gle becomes more complex.
Some of the reasons such a
: protest should be made now
' are continued in following obser-
vations by informed Americans,
who are in position to give in-
telligent interpretations of' the
developiag scene.
J. Otis Cochran, a Yale law
student, and chairman of the
,Black Ariericans Law Students
'Association, said Haynsworth
"stands as a symbol of the
continued failure of American
society to make good on its
!promises to all its citizens".
1 Gary Orfield, a writer and
assistant law professor at
Princeton University, said,
"The appointment of Judge
Haynsworth would symbolize
a willingness to see our high-
est court turn away from the
cause of equal rights."
And Randolph Phillips, chair-
man of the Committee for a
Fair. Honest. and Impartial
Judiciary, said the nomination
of the South Carolina judge
was '-legal tender" paid by
Nixon to Senator Strom Thur-
mond (R.S.C) for Southern
support in the Presidential
eleection last year".
And from this "point of
view". Nixon is harking back
to the "dirty deal" of 1876-70,
when another Republican Pres-
idential aspirant traded the
future of Black Americans for
a mess of political prestige
and the security of the Repub-
lican Part.
It is predicted here and now
that Nixon's administration
will go down to the vile dust
of future political obscurty
and contempt that Rutherford
B. Hayes (of the dirty deal)
occupies in the political history
of this country. And there is
small Chance that he will
"come to himself" in time to
escape it. . .judging by the
speed he is racing toward a
reactionary enclave.
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SO THIS IS WASHINGTON
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
issessessmiesessesasessesseessahltsimeommummommilisimisimmimiesielmosseisst
fornia must not be very comfortable in Wash-:
ington."
Rep. Louis Stokes on Vice President Agnew:"
"I researched for a week and couldn't come
up with enough material for 15 minutes of talk
on Mr. Agnew." Referring to the 1968 cam;
paign and his brother, Cleveland Mayor Can
Stokes' involvement in it, Louis Stokes told
the Capital Press Club Awards Dinner auclik
ence "I have no intention here tonight to ea
dorse Hubert Humphrey for President." a
Historian Lerone Bennett speaking at the
same dinner: "Institutional racism is respon7
sible for our ills. The approaches being used
are like putting a band aid on a cancer." ;
Vie all know that politics is the art of
the possible. What we don't always realize is
the depth to which politicians sometimes stoop
to make the art possible. Now comes a book
"The Emerging Republican Majority" by Kev-
in Phillips which for sheer, ruthless, vicious-
ness has no match. Phillips, a 29-year-old
Harvard Law School graduate was a deputy
campaign manager for Nixon in 1968 and is
currently the Assistant to Atty. Gen. John
Mitchell. His strategy as outlined in his con-
troversial book is to drive white Americans.
particularly Southerners, into the arms of the
Republican Party by making a predominatly
black Democratic Party. This tactic is so
virulently racist and has some overtones of
Hitlerism is designed to keep the GOP in
Power for years to come. Phillips ignores the
Northeast and says the party should c cen-
trate on the South, the "heartland" stre hing
from Ohio west and California and tha will
be it. He notes that blacks are beginni to
"seize control of the Democratic Party in
some black-belt areas." According to his thesie
GEMS OF THE WEEK Americana vote not so much on issues, but ost
Rep. William Clay on President Nixon's, racial and religious lines and this is what tkii
travels: "Our President has become a wotidIGOP has to capitalize on.
traveler. He has traveled 85,900 miles since ' 'the University of Virginia is actively re*
he took office . . Mr. Nixon has become the eruiting black students and the issue of hlacii.
Marco Polo of the Si-nite House His travels studies has penetrated into Washington are%
prospect becattse we know how the opinions of 
he would be meaningful if at the same time he. high schools where trouble has erupted at
t-- had traveled to Watts Harlem FsIlmore. Ana- Bladensburg High -School. The spotlight is
an conditions in hospitals since a rebel group
of doctors at D. C. General Hospital focused
Mention on a long neglected problem of in-
adequate treatment and facilities.
One day iast week, President Nixon re-
ceived a delegation from the Association of
Student Governments which was holding a
conference here. When he was introduced to a
young black delegate, he asked where he was
from. The reply was Howard U. The Presi-
dent then asked what he could tell him about
that institution which has had a long series
of internal convulsions. With the candor so
notable among today's young, the student re-
plied, -What I would have to say, you wouldn't
want to hear," and left the Chief Executive
looking nonplussed. Later, the new president of
Howard, the dapper 36 year old former Presi-
dent of Shaw U. Dr. James Cheek, served
notice that President Nixon and the U. S.
Congress both would be hearing a lot from
Howard. Dr. Cheek outlined a sweeping new
program to make Howard a great international
center - the world's leading institution for
black people everywhere. To accomplish this
ambitious goal, Dr. Cheek said "I shall go be-
fore the President and the Congress to seek
the funds we need to support our endeavors."
Looking on and nodding benevolently at his
words was Dr. Mordecai Johnson. the Presi-
dent Emeritus of Howard. Past 80 now and
hard of hearing, the venerable Dr. Johnson
was singled out for special recognition by
Judge Scovel Richardson, Chairman of the
Trustee Board, Dr. Johnson was enthusiastical-
ly greeted by the faculty and visitors, but
up in the gallery where the students were
congregated barely half of them rose to join
the applause. Perhaps they are too young to
appreciate the man who used to trudge an-
nually up to Capitol Hill to literally wring out
of a reluctant Congress to keep Howard going.
ensile or Hough Any man who has been
elected to the White House and who spends
111 If his first 230 days away from the Capital
and then moves the White House to Cali-
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ERMA LEE LAWS 9 editor
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben.
Society ton High.
ale Batts and a senior at Hamil-
Other ,officers and members,
you see they're all officers, are
Gail Gosett, Recording Secre-
tary, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George Gossett, and a senior at
MerlY
Central High; Felecia M o s s, 
Corresponding Secretary,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
ry Moss, a junior at Sacred
Heart High; Michele Peacock,
junior at Immaculate Concep-
Go-round I tion High, Financial Secretaryand daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jake Peacock; Sandra Peace,
Treasurer, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Peace, and a jun-
ior at Immaculate Conception
"In the hour of adversity berand Leroy Bruce, Margaret Ann High; Ethel Marie Sengstacke,
not without hope for crystal l and Dr. Odis Strong, Lois Tarp- "Miss Co Ette", Business Man-
rain falls from black clouds"., ley, Marie Bradford, Willie E. after, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tNizami (Persian Poet) 'Lindsey, Jr.„ Minerva Jane Whittier Sengsacke and a sen-
Balmy Palms . . .boats and Johnican, John Smith, Barbara ior at Fr. Bertrand H i g h;
Janice Walker, Chaplain, junior
at White Station H i g h, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jobe
Walker; Teresa Shackelford,
Parliamentarian, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Toles, and
senior at Central H i g h, and
Wanda Weathers, Journalist,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Luke
Weathers, senior at Sacred
Heart High.King, she was au naturalle;A highlight f the smart par-
ty of fashionables was the show-
The Co-Ettes' Charity Ball forAnita and Dan Suggs, Rubye
ing of an inviting film made on Gadison, Dot and Joe West. 
the benefit of the United Negro
College Fund will dominate thebrooks, Rose Brown.Margaretthe islands. John was present-
iVi social doings for teenagers inand Atty. George Brown, vaned to the guests by Xernona 
December. It's slated for t h eand Thomas Willis, and S a m"Big" Clayton, charming tele-. Skyway of the Sheraton-P e a-Johnson
DMA LIE LAWS
a sunny isle were artistically and Mose Walker, whose newly
sketched on the bids Jo a n d decorated home was a stop off
Anderson Bridges sent our for on the way home for several
folks luring them to come to couples afterwards Nedra and
the posh Rivermont Saturday to James Smith, Hester and A.D.
meet their friend, John Clay,, Miller, Donald Jackson, John.
who hails from Freeport, Grand etta Kelso who'd just returned
Bahamas. They became friends from the Bahamas which post
when the Bridgeses visited the' scripted her trip to the Orient;
Islands one summer. Bennie Tate, Dora and Horace
vision personality from Atlanta. •
nolden snotuax„ ato sisoq aqs On the Distaff Side • . .Shirley 
body and the theme is, "Pages and Jake Barber wafted the i
Show" and interviews various Johnson feted the PATS debut- 
in Black History", the date is blue smoke for them with al
personalities who visit her town. ing the bridge season for them.
"Big" is the widow of Ed Clay. After dining on stuffed chicken
•
CHECK FOR ST. JUDE — Members of the
Beta E'psilon chapter of Alpha Kappa Al.
pin recently presented a check to the St.
Jude Hospital for Children, and seen here
making the presentation to Joe Harsey,
public relations director of the hospital are,
Friday December 19, and it bar be-que at their home onl
promises to be quite exciting, Verdun. 1
and interesting!!! Jackie Brod•' And Ruth (Mrs. Willie) And-,ton, who was public relations breast, string beans almondme, flax, Linda Hargraves a n d erson did her share of travelingdirector of the Southern Christ. baked potato, hot bread, i cc
Ian Leadership Conference at cream for dessert and favorite Shirley 
Peace, are the Advisors this summer to visit her chil-'
the time of his death. Ed au- beverages throughout the even- 
to the group. Yours truly is dren and other folks . . . Los'
proud to serve as Spons o r. Angeles, San Francisco, Reno,thored The Peaceful War. ing the gals turned their atten-
rior, a children's book on the tion to bridge. 
Shirley was made a member Denver, Chicago, South Caro-
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority lina, Atlanta, Miami and Ja-life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Playing principal roles at the last spring and she and Ella maica . . . then her childrenJr., The SCLC Story, and The game were Ezelle Parks, who. pope, Evelyn Hill and S a r a Leonard and Dr. Gloria Ander-Negro Politican. Between her
busy work schedule and travels
the energetic -Big" is finding
time to pen her own book.
was rewarded with a silver Baker were the undergraduate son, from Atlanta, with theirbread tray; Lucy Jackson, a delegates to the Delta Conven- son, Gerrald, and Herbert Leecrystal and silver jelly s e t, tion in Baltimore this summer. with his son Michael from Chi-Mollie Fields, a silver and crys-1 
And speaking of conventions cago converged on her and Wil-She's just back from Freeport tal cruet set and guest Tommie
the Cecil D. Goodlows attended lie for the wedding of their sonwhere she filmed John's enter- Matthews, a crystal salad bowl,
the national conclave of P h i Ronald Anderson who cameprises for her show. I Hobnobbing after the sum-
Beta Sigma Fraternity also held from California to claim Bever-Responding to the party bid mer lull were Hazel Lee Eura-i . B 1 . I Hooks as hisbridwere Sarah and Horace Chan- ha Fletcher, Ethel Isabek •
Mee, Helen and Longino Cooke, Julia Woodard, Wilhelm e i When the Swankettes m e t
ed .-Jr., (they were travel mates Thompson, Thelma Miller and recently they celebrat Geol 
And Charley Pride, country
and western singer spent much
with Jo and Anderson on theirlguest Barbara Cummings. gia Pierce'; birthday and put 
of his time while he was here
trip to Freeport) Jewel a n dl And our pride and joy, the the finishing touches on their 
performing at the Mid-S outh
plans for a fashion show slated 
Fair with his cousins, GaynellJimmy Hulbert who have both, Memphis Chapter Co-Ette Club,'
0'been around the world before Inc., met Sunday at the home for October 12. at the Toast 
and Lafayette Brown.
his retirement from the United,of Carol Thompson, one of their the Town Club.
States Information Agency and Advisors to elect officers and Helping the honoree celebrate'
are always anxious to hear compose their calendar for the were Gertrude Burton, M a r-
about more pleasure spots; Mo.- year. garet Johnson, Lizabeth Cost,
dean and Harry Thompson, Dot Wendy Corley, granddaught- Pauline Sims, Doris Pegues,
and Walter Evans who purchas- er of J.T. Chandler was named L. Sadie Murrell and Ora  1%il- 
was a top legal aide and friend The Gnosis Glint Club met! Among these enjoying the
to the late Dr. Martin Luther at the Lelia Walker Clubhouse
Bady Talk ... Sir Stork paid 
icing, Jr, 
hospitality were Mesdamesed a hideaway in Freeport sev- President by her peers, she'si son.
a visit to Lucy and Mark Stans- 
And members of Mpha KaPpa highlighted by a talk by Dr.
on Sunday, Sept. /1, and was
Robert Lewis, OTerrell Nelson, Charlotte Bynum, daughter of, • Al ha Sororit are w 11 ah d Montee Falls - about her recent 
Elizabeth Woods, Addie Grant,
Una B. .James, Jennie Bennett,
eral summers past; Ruth and a senior at Hamilton Hi g h;
11 Eth 1 Davis
\Joan Payne Is Bride 1
' Of Herndon Cummings 1
from left, Miss Velma Lois Jones, South-
eastern Regional director of the sorority;
Mrs. Juanita Chambers, Mrs. LuAda Buck-
er, and Mrs. Elma Mardis, basileus of the
chapter. (Withers Photo)
NASHVILLE — Miss Joan
C. Payne and Herndon Regi-
nald Cummings were married
here on Saturday, September
6, at 6:00 p.m. in the bride's
home, 2024 Jordan Drive.
The bride is the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Payne,
Jr., of the Tennessee State
University faculty, where he is
Dean of Student Affairs and
she is in education. The bride-
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph* Cummings of
flict where he servedColumbus, Ohio.
T h e Reverend Jerome I. photographer and was a
Wright, assistant pastor of correspondent.
First Baptist Church, Capitol 
benefit the sorority's scholar-
ship fund.
Some of the models are Nao-
mi Gochett, Bernice Burt o n,
ConstanceLee, JamesSudduth
Walter Evans, Frank Mi I a m,
Ivory Walker, Willie Miles and
Rose Caviness, a member of
the sorority. Elma Mardis is
Basileus of Beta Epsi I o n
Omega Chapter and Lillian
Hammond is chairman of the
sh
Velma Lois Jones is General
Chairman of the "Miss Soda!
Belle" contest sponsored by the
NAACP. The date for the dance
is Friday December 6, and the
'place is the Continental Ball-
room of the Sheraton-Pea-
body. Contestants are asked to
call the NAACP office at 525-
6057.
And speaking of the NAACP
the state convention of the old-
est civil rights organization was
held here last week-end. Among
the delegates attending were
Sarah Greene, President of the
State Conference; Gloster B.
Current, Director of Branches
Hill, and the bride's godfather,
officiated.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a
street-length gown of white
bridal satin, designed with a
jabot of chantilly lace accent-
ed with miniature satin bows.
The long tapered sleeves were
trimmed with a wide ruffle
of lace. Her veil was designed
with three tiers of silk illusion
attached to a lace-trimmed pill
box, and she carried a lace-
trimmed white Bible topped
with a white orchid.
Mrs. Conra G. Collier of
of Nashville, who served as
the matron of honor, wore a
street-length dress of gold silk
brocade and carried white
and gold cushion mums. Joseph
Cummings served as his son's
best man.
Following the ceremony, the
parents of the bride enter-
tained at a wedding supper at
St. Clair's.
After a wedding trip to New
York, Mr. Cummings and his
bride are residing at 374 South
Wbitehorne Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio.
and Field Administration who
came from New York City to
speak at the Freedom Awards
dinner; Hazel Land, State Field
Director, Rev. Amos 0 Holmes,
Vice-Chairman Southeast Reg-
ion, from Bristol, Virginia,
June Shagaloff, Education Di-
rector from the National office
in New York, who w a s on
Black Heritage just before she
got here and Mercedes Wright,
Field Education Assistant, from
Savannah among many others.
ury just after their 'Gradua- .Elma and William Mardis, and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Redditt
Pearl and Burl Clark had to
make an emergency trip to Mi-
ami to attend the funeral of
their son in law, Atty. Henry
Arrington, "Mr. Miami" w h o
tion" from "Mother and Child 
in their plans for Fashion Mara-Dr. H. Ralph Jackson. , and a senior at Central High,
spreading tables of party fare Jean Mathews, daughter of Mr.
proved interesting to Nell and and Mrs. Levy Mathews, is Sec-
Dr. Theron Northcross, Juanita! ond Vice-President and a sen- the Sheraton-Peabody Hotel. El-vu
and the tour -several nurses asked sie Archer, New York fashionJohnny Arnold, Mildred,ior at Hamilton High; Brenda
Lucy. 
with 
you like t writer will narrate the show.and Frank Williams, Pearl., Batts, Third Vice-Presi d e n t, 
e• °I She's author of "Let's Face It",_ _ stay us". Lucy repl e d
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II—Flat zipper panty girdle)
that smoothly controls front
pip to hip . . . air light
powernet with satin lastex
back panel . . . whit* or
waist skies 32 to SO
14.00
NOT SHOWN: I-Plat zipper gir.
elle with same construction as the
penfy gird!. shown . . . whits or
blue.




The well stocked bar a n cU is First Vice-President; Willa! Care Classes" sponsored by the th"' 
'69" and baby contest The club made plans for its
Franks, Polly Hearns. Annie
Rosie Fields Delco, Ella
Red Cross. The last session in- which will culminate Sun d a y fall tea and fashion show to be Higgins, Ola Hunter, GertrudeOctober 26, in the Skyway of staged at the Sarah Brown
Johnson, tt. JohnsonandBranch of the YWCA on Sun-
Edna Latham.day, Oct. 19.
eluded a tour of local delivery
and recovery facilities. During
a guide to beautysmugly, "yes. I might be back!'teenage girls. Thelater", not knowing she'd be l --
back later that same night foe
the arrival of Mark II.
Mark II is the first. born to
Lucy and Mark and is now en-
sconced with them in their new
home on Westlawn Drive. Mark
is the former public relations
director of Lane College, a pho-
tographer and Is now a mem-
ber of the public relations staff
of Holiday Inns, Inc. Lucy is a
teacher in the Memphis Public
Schools.
So On And So Forth . . • Be
sure to read Coretta Scott,
King's book "My Life With
Martin Luther King, Jr." Our
own Memphian Rev. James M.
Lawson, pastor of Centenary!
United Methodist Church is
mentioned in the book.
WMadean and Theodore Jack-
son were surprised with t h e
visits of their three beauteous;
daughters, Edwina (Mrs. Wil.
Ham) Elliby, from D.C., Jean
(Mrs. Oliver) Broome, from
Detroit, Beverly “Bootsie" (Mrs.
Wallace) Hawkins of Dayton.
Ohio, over the week-end•. . .the
, occasion was Willadean retire-
' ment program from the Mem-
phis Housing Authority after
twenty seven years of service.
At her retirement she was
manager of the LeMoyne Gar-
dens Housing Project.
Pretty Jean's youthful looks
belies the fact that she has just
become a grandmother as does
Willadean beauty make it hardi
to believe that she's a great-
grandmother! Retirement will
give the Jacksons the time
they've wanted for a long
while to visit their daughters,
grandchildren and great-grand-
child. He's retired U.S. Postal
man.
Gwen and John Poston host.
ed her folks at their home on
Edward Avenue. Millie a n d
Thomas Doyle, Gvven's brother
and sister in law were here
from Concord, California and
Bonnie and James Mackey, her
sister and brother in law, were
here from Richmond, CalWor-
Ida. The Positing; feted them with
a reunion party . , classmates
from Mansasas High and Le- 1








A tasty menu was served by And Mesdames Bessie Ross,
the hostesses, Mrs. Minnie Lee Elena Wright, Rosa L. Wright,
Allen and Mrs • Celestine Har- Celestine Harris, Minnie Lee
ris. I Allen, and Mrs. Sanders.
9,e0 ByMon ClaireiNc,
14 No. Main at Court 527.3619
(Downstairs)









NO ROLLING-NO' SETTING- FITS ALL SIZES
These Wigs are the Wash and Wear by "Movciair"
also set err wide selection .1 100% HUMAN HAIR GOODS
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
Special Clearance Sale
Italian Cut Wig only S1095
over) wig $10'sCurly Stretch (all
BANK AMERICARD LAY—A—WAY MASTER CHAR6E
Expert Styling $3.50
The bride was graduated
from Pearl High School as
salutatorian of her class and
received the bachelor's degree
from Howard University and
the master's in speech patho-
logy from the Ohio State Uni-
versity.
A debutante in the 1965 Cotil-
lion here, Mrs. Cummings was
1967-68 Commander of the An-
gel Flight, Arnold Air Society,
Howard University; and was
named to "Who's Who Among
Howard University Women."
She holds membership in Al-
pha Kappa Alpha Sororty and
the St. Andrews Presbyterian
Church. She is speech therapist
in the Public Schools of Colum-
bus, Ohio.
The bridegroom is a graduate
of the West High School in
Columbus, Ohio, and is pres-
ently a pre-law student at the
Ohio State University. He is a





Whites got started in the








TIME FOR A BLACK
QUARTERBACK!
The last hurdle to free-
dom for black athletes


















If you should get a wrong number
when dialing Long Distance direct, call
the operator immediately and tell her
what happened so she can be sure
you are not charged for the call.
South Central Boll
sATI'RDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1969
Welfare Check Stub
Needed For Medicaid
liapital officials and doctors
areZreparing for the inception
of ihe new MEDICAID pro-
gra& which begins Wednes-
darZ:October 1, 1969. A unique
twiike was revealed by Equit-
able:Life Insurance Company,
the •Medicaid agent for doctors,
at meeting for doctors
last 'Week.
The unique idea should save
thoitiands of dollars in admin.
istretive cost to the state,
but it may cost the hospitals
and doctors, collectively, hun-
'reds of tAousands of dollars
luring the initial period.
The unique idea is to use
the stub of the welfare check
as the 'dentification card for
MEDICAID since only house-
holds reeeiving welfare checks
are eligible for MEDICAID.]
The identification card (check
stub) is good for only one
month and ten days. A "new
card" is issued each month
as the stub of the welfare
check. This means benefits
can be stopped or changed
monthly.
The check stub that estab-
lishes eligibility for October 1
was mailed early in September.
Chamber Opens New
Doors To College Grads
The Human Resources Divi-
sion of the Memphis Area
Chamber of Commerce hasi
opened enother channel of com-
munication between employers'
and college graduates who Wish
to Work in the Memphis area.
The new project is a resume
file containing current data on
college graduates who desire
to have their qualifications
placed on file at the Chamber.
Employers will then be able to
review this file when job open-
ings oceur and may contact
qualified graduates as they see
fit.
Resume forms should be pick-
ed up at the Reception's Desk
in the Chamber of Commerce
or at the Memphis Urban
League Office, 546 Beale st.,
and returned by mail to P.O.
Box 224, Memphis 38101.
Hospital officials and doctors
through out the state are con-
cerned that recipients of wel-
fare checks will be in the habit
of discerding the check stubs
Which don't look much like an
identification card. The right
file for MEDICAID is not
retroactive and without the
specially coded number from
the check stub hundreds of
thousands of dollars in other-
wise justified claims may be
lost.
An i a tensive educational
program is being carried out
by SPEFD keeping for Medical
Services and Automated Man-
agement Systmes to encourage
welfare -ecipients to save and
show their stubs when medi-
cal services are requested.
These films provide compu-
terized billing and financial ac-
counting services to doctors
through out the state.
All welfare recipients are
urged to carry the stub of their
check with them until the
next check stub is received.
Mothers of dependent children
(or the person receiving the
check) must bring their check
stub and accompany each
child when medical services
are sought. It is doubtful that
anyone be denied service
during the initial period if the
check stub has been accident-
ally discarded.
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Baked In Mornphls by mompnians
....rushed rushed daily to your big



































ccc or Halves 29 oz Can
178 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
Aen Sundays for For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A.M. to / P M.
rat we; /4113-0 v.r.eallarpqr.',...007A0;•,!...11.100:-Mr*7017,4*:
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Cairo Remains An Armed Whites Compare NBC's
Camp Ready To Explode
CAIRO, Ill. — The demandi same state 378 miles to the, speaking to him and fired into
of blacks for a proportionate' North. Cairo thus has a north-the black Pyramid housing
share of all the jobs in all clas- ern split to its personality also. project killing a Negro girl and
sifications and a pro-rate share, Cairo's new industrial e causing Negroes to come outco-
of all of the positions of respon- shootingnomy has only a pitiful "tok-
sibility, politically or other- e That is why both the Mayonen resemblance to its once
and the police chief resigned,
as well as some others in the
city administration
wise, which is sweeping Ameri-
can communities today, h a s
made Cairo, Ill., a laboratory
specimen of what can happen
when whites reesist and blacks
insist in a deadlock on these
white-hot issues on which the vers Getst, Pyramid Court, in
outlook gets blacker and black- which few whites live because
er by the minute. they have too much false pride
Cairo is an armed camp Of to do so. Blacks, inspired by
4,000 determined Negroes and civil rights leaders, are, how-
4,800 whites equally dedicated ever, imbued with a new ob- _PHILADELPHIA — Charles
Pay-to not change its southern cus- session to gain full racial equal- esttev rs, Negro Mayor of F
toms, with every citizen firm- ity and equal jobs. Mississippi, has acceptedl a new "patrol pursuit" c a rly on one side or the other ac-
It was this obsession which presented him by The Guardiancording t .
has kept blacks demonstrating Civic League, an organization
All of the stragems of evasion in mass for equal jobs almost comprised mainly of Negro Po-
of Federal laws of racial equal-] perpetually in downtown Cai- licemen.
ity which the South used dur- 1 ro. It was this impasse which Alfonso Deal, of the policeing the Reconstruction period caused a white county judge to Labor Squad, said the gift ishave been reactivated, order black pickets limited to much needed, and greatly ap-
a token number in such demon- predated. He said the Fayette
strations and a Federal Dis. Police Department is compris-
trict judge in Danville, Ill., to ed of five men who use two
lift the injunction as unreason- 10-year-old patrol cars. The
ably limiting the black protest. new car is a 445-horse power,
1970 Oldsmobile.
This includes a formerly all-
white elementary school, closed
to desegregate, being sold to a
private family which permits
a white Baptist Church group
to operate it free of charge as
an all-white parochial school
for a great proportion of Cai-
ro's white youngsters. Whites
who can pay tuition do, b u t
prosperous agricultural base.
Principally now it has only one
plastic manufacturing mill, a
biscuit company and a grain
warehouse.
Negroes have a new housing E
Dr. J. H. Jackson With
Other American Greats
KAN8AS Mo. — The
feilesejng -1,0 some of the com-
ments, which appeared in
the white press on the Annual
Address deli:tired bs Dr. J. H.
Jackson, president of the Na-
tional B a p tist Convention,
USA, inc., recently, and ex-
cerpts from that masterful
cPptance of. and an obedience
to the constructive and crea
ie prl,c.;,4-s of the supreme
law of the land and those rules
that make and regulate com-
munity and fellowship.
"We must remember what
our American establishment is.
It is more :han the evils Iftreatise. the past generation. -it 's'Dr. Joseph H. Jackson's in- more than the acts of prejudicenual address to the eth Na- and the oppre..:•ion of crueltional r tist Convention. imtstct, and the iiatred of hat-U.S.A. Inc. was as passionate
and as patriqic a plefa for the era'
protection anci support of tha It is more U an a class
ideals of ,ustice and freedom struggle. America is fellow-
shin with sliore•T.e law th,tt
reduces the ground of class
war by the po,‘ er and po-
teltial of justice aro freedom.
in the United States as was
expressed t Abraham Lin-
coln, Benjamin Franklin and
Franklin De.ano Roosevelt.
As presi&nt of the conven-i This establishnunt is the
Iron, Dr. .tarLson speaks Cur family the church, the right to
6.3 million Negroes, the largest vote and to partirlpate in the
t up of Negroes in affairs of tovt i.ment. This :
America. '-le is not a moderate establishment is free public ed-
in his dedit ation aid concern ucation. It is eit, literature,
for the preservation of Amen- leti..I , hilosootiv and religion.
can ideals. It must be elealised when
He urged the more thanoueded, saved v•l.en lost, res-
.; OM • cleleee tes a 1 tending tuiceed when thrthit lied, and re-
use the federal Constitutionideemed when set at noueh':
as a platform for freedom and' but must not be cast down nor
new opportunities. destroyed.
White frustration caused the
"When Evers took office last 
' Our natim is not perfect.1
white police force to deputize • It has shotteemings that could, 
"The 601 ii;tes movement
July," said Deal ''he discover- must now modify Os course andall whites who belonged to the  , ' have and should have beenk •
White Hats to put down the overcome many years 
ago.' move in a different direction.ed that Lae previous administra-
black demonstrations. Black in- tion had exhausted the town's Evils and emrs of the 
preseat: It must cease to be a campaign
scholarships for poorer whites dignation caused them to de- treasury. The new vehicle is can be removea by dedication 
of color, that is, of Negro
are available. mend a black police c h i e f. badly 
needed in the town." ..nd comn.ittnient to the Con- 
Amen i •ans a g a i n St white
Deal, a member of the na- i Americans."Heading the school's board of White stubborness caused the stitution's ideals.
directors is a member of the White Establishment to appoint 
Urinal. board of the National As- "Every step forward in this It inust be a campaign to
all-white County Commission a white one. 
sociation for the Advancement country has been based on the help 
America b, come, in
and at least two members of 
of Coloted People, (NAACP),
the all-white Cairo City Corn- 
Then two weeks ago, the May-
or agreed he was duty-bound to
mission are quite active in abide by the Federal's Court's
furthering the school.
It is incidents like this which
reveal Cairo's racial s c h i z o-
phrenia, born of the fact that
located at the confluene of the
Mississippi and Ohio rivers,
'Cairo was once one of the prin-
cipal ports for the South's agri-
cultural economy and products,
once even bigger in population .,..„,•-:.,,..,
than Chicago which is iii_le_ 1:::.'7"k
--- ,e:
.:?,e, 4
just theory and in practice, a moreinterpretation of the exist-isaid he has known Evers for iric Federal Constitution and an myperiect and more wholesoesome time and, while on vaca-:, American philosophy of free- anti more uctive so-tion, was in charge of security citizenship.don and ciety."order to allow black mass de- during Evers' inauguration in - A well traveled preacher, rhe goals should be. not Ne-monstrations. Whites stopped Fayette last July. : lecturer and author, Dr. Jack- gro rights alone, but the rights
son dealt verbally with science, "1 all Arnercians. The emphil-
money morality, segregation,rsis must be as much on civil
Negro militants, the establish- ;'responsibility as On civil
r'ent and the American stan-' 
rights 
-The Appeal in the future
The Constitution is the great must be made to the maturity,
legal and moral bulwark of th.s the existing ability of Negro
nation and the great gibraltor people and to their historic
of this establishment.- Jackson spirit of patriotism.
said the Constitution will con- "The call is now to harness
trol today's problems and di- the health, physical, mental,
roit us to a more progressive moral and spiritual and not
and productive tomorrow. over-dramatize their hurts.
"Every case that has been We need now to match our
argiacci in the courts of this civil rights clubs with as many
land was argued in the light or more responsibility clubs."
of some accepted and establish- 1 "Don't pamper us with the
ed principles of justice, free- old smear campaign of what
dom, and equality, happened in the days of slav-
The gains in desegregation.lery. Don't pamper us by giv-
voting rights, and all of theling us dole and refusing job
other forward steps have conicon which we can earn at
through a call to, and an ac-i honest dollar."
The next time
;ome guy tells you
a used car
i "just like new"
ask for the
guarantee.
Our guarantee says it all.
repair or rieplac• any of the
major workina parts of our guaranteed
Js•d cork for 30 days or 1000 miles,
wjlichevfir comes first fres.
The engine transmission, front
ixle assembli•s, rear axle,. electrical
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LeSabre 400, 1 door Se-




GTO power and air condi-
tion, ! door hardtop.













C door Sedan, pie shoat
wiadewa, leather laterlor.
white Urea, radio-and air
coodition, low nsilesso
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SEASONED STUDENT Courses of study are discussed
by U.S. Army veteran Mel Butler (left) and Barry M. Mil-
lett, dean of students at Rutgers College of South Jersey.
A resident of 457 Church Street, Moorestown, the 22-year-
old freshman completed a tour of duty in Viet Nam prior














U.S. Government Inspected Kitchens of
THE NAT BURING PACKING CO.
Remember..
Nothing like a snack
made with
lush King Cotton Cold Cuis.
Try Some.
HELP WANTED FEMALE
Public Relation Director needs an attractive
Secretary. Type 70 wpm, use dictaphone. Good
salary and working conditions. Apply 9:30-3:30
Tues.-Fri. Methodist Hospital, Personnel Office —
1265 Union Avenue.
An Equal Opportunity Employe,.
•••••••••=•••••••11ft
Notice To lfare Recipients
Save and SHOW your STUB
when going to the Doctor or Hospital.
The welfare check stub is all the important iden-
tification card for MEDICAID. The person receiv-
ing the check must bring his most recent stub and
sign forms [or children listed on the stub.
Doctors or hospitals wishing to aid in this educa-











EAR4,1 $1 to $5
every week
its spare time
and win Free Prizes—
Tell An • fey 12.. Old.. 14•141*Coup.4101.•
  Pr,rot Ne07.11 and Ader•14 "ow. * 
Tri-Stara Defender
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, T•nne
or first bundle 141 mum
.
5,e You • .... Ago Dots Ian Yu*
in Cos of
5.reet end Me,
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Los- -Angeles -- Miss Lola
Marie McAlpin and Alonzo C.
Grant,, Jr. were married here
today•et a nuptial Mass official
ed by the Reverend Richard A.
Vachqn, S.J., at Blessed Sac-
rameit- Catholic Creech in Hol-
lywood.
The'''. bride was attended o
her sitsteg-in law, Mrs Leonard
MeAlping w h o served as ma-
tron is( honor, and by Mrs.
Robert • Henderson. Attorne
Paula Anton, Miss Antonia!
Lobello, Miss Veronica Me,
Gardner, Attorney Patricia
Alpin. Miss Ma gdl e n e
O'Rourke, and Misi Louise'
Yvatson. Little Christine Marie
McAlpin was her sister's flow-
er girl.
Serving Mr Grant were the
bride's 'win brother, lgg'n !rd
McAlpin, best man, Dr. Theo-
dore Evans. Dr. Robert Hen-
derson, Dr. Ronald Higginboth-
am, Cornell Jackson, Buren
Simmons, Harold West, and the
bride's b.-other, a 1969 graduate'
of Howard University's Scho,i1 .
Alpin. Young Jerome McAl-
Alpin. Young Jerome Mc.
pin served as ring bearer.
Mrs. Grant's complete wed
ding ensemble of imported Alen-
con handbeaded lace
over white Italian bridal satin,
her veil, and the bridesmains'
dresses of turquoise Alena-m
lace over silk pole de sois, with
the matron of honor attired in
white lace and turquoiseMrs. Loui'se Brown the little flower girl in whiteorgandie, were original ereil-
g. tions by Mattie T. Lynch of 1.
Reaches 97 Mark
PITTSBURGH — It is hard-
ly a novelty these days to read
of are entire family whose
elders ihave reached and pass-
ed tlwoetogenarian mark. But
it is„ still a marvelous day
-henggiit woman passes the
ninty .year hurdle and eventual-
ly conlet to 97.
Nintyiseven can be a wonder-
fully tvaren age, depending on
the illttton and the person's
family: With Mrs. Louise
Brown who celebrated her
hirthdlY September 9th it was
a jubilant day.
After- all she lives with a
granddlUghter, Mrs. Bernice
Washington at 162 Broadcrest
Drive, and there are nine other
grandehildren to visit, plus
two great-grandchildren. One
great grandchild lives in Puerto
Rico.
Mother, of three, only her son
Nathan. survives; he lives in
Atlantic. 'City and the only rea-
son he, didn't come to Pitts-
- burgh fey the 97th birthday
was because he had been ail-
• ing and , couldn't make the
trip.
She -is: the aunt of Officer
Harold.- aloten. who gave The
Courietlthe news item first.
' Louise Brown was born in
Shippenburg, Penna., a clean
sant memories for Mrs. Brown.
Mrs. Brown came to Pitts-
burgh when she was seven-
teen. Her first impression was
of the smog and dirt. A shelter-
ed child, born in the clean vit.
of mid-Pennsylvania she had
never seen or heard of sooty
Pittsburgh and its towering
smokestacks belching smoke
and flames. She cried for days,
she hated it so. So much dirt
and so little sun.
Maybe the sun was there,
but most of the time it was just
an orange ball shadowed by
clouds of soot.
! For all of the eighty years
she has never moved from the
has never moved from the!
I Highland Avenue district. She
'attended the Euclid Avenue
!church (St. James) and raised
her family of three in the
'pleasant confines of East Li-
berty.
Mrs. Brown who was a
friend of the late Miss Dolly,
' who lived for years at Lem-
ington Home, chuckled when
she said- • . . little did I think
I would reach her age . .
Li
tables down at Mory's," the sentatives from other eastern nch, Chief Deputy Art-nines
120-yeargld ail-male club which campuses. General Charles A. O'Brien ' • •professional women to go out 
FOR $l.45
in the film and was a one-time anened its doors for the first Hundreds of Yale ,students, Senior Assistant Attorney Gen- GET ONE FREE
SHE'S 97! 1Mrs. Louis Brown of Broaderest Drive,
celebrated her 97th birthday Septeniber 9th and reeeiyed
dozens of pretty cards and gifts from her grandchildren
amendments from t h e HEWbeen included in the famous ment of ustice, she has prose-
NEW HAVEN, CONN. — His- ford, the picture's director, gallery before. The archive. cuteo Sofiw Di the mo,i p 4, ,i- appropriations bill; reestab-
Ionic Yale University continieu George Roy Hill, and alumni lishment of dates for corn-consisting of set models. manu- ment gyp artist c a s e in the
making history again this (class of '43) of Yale; producer area aria Is pliance with school desegre-scripts, costome and set sketch- ioutnern Cal ornia ir
month in three big ways. John Foreman, and screenwrit- es. correspondence. set olue- a popular speaker at corn- gation to eliminate discrimina-
First, co-eds attended the er William Golman. Among the prints and a 45-minute long munity and social ,service or- tion in employment.
' once all-male campus for the celebrities attending were Jack documentary film on the mak- ganizations ' t h roughout the
The youth activities wereValenti, president of the Motion ing of the picture show at sched. Los .Angcles area on the sub-first time,
Picture Association of America, highlighted by a lucheon ad-uled times, was presented to the ject ' of consumer education.Second. a major motion pic-
ture had its world premiere 
and Yale president Kingman
rev.c•Ister, Jr. Another out- 
university's film department Grant, the son of a promi
archives by Hill to enable stu- nent Los Angeles real estate, 
Director of Student Teaching,
,activities at the famed Newi Tennessee State, who pinpoint-
Cassidy 
standing guest was Mrs. Lula forme- nativesdents to study the making of family,!Haven institution, also a first,! Parker Betenson, of Circle-I the 
ed the necessity of unity inof Lynchburg. Virginia anti20th C c ntury-Fox's "Butch Utah, 85-year-old surviv- 
picture.
Blackness, and b o t h retiringSalisbury, N 4) ran Carorns,and the Sundance Kid:
ing sister of outlaw 1 e a d e r ,A press breakfast in the is employed -s manager oi youth department officers. Mrs.opened at the Roger Sherman Butch Casside. °residents Ro ,m, on campus. California Executive Search, a Dorothy North Payne, directorTheatre, just off campus, as a
featured Redford. Hill. Gold- Los Aggeles-based firm. A a n d Mrs. Darlene Wright,benefit sponsored by the Yale Serrchiights. a Yale bcnd.
man an dMrs. Betenson table- lormer teacner Ai the Lm junior leader, were honored.Film Associates to raise money radio and television coverage !or interviews. Angeles schools, he is -a grad. Miss I r e n e Btickus of t hefor film studies and plograms and a red carpet greeted ar- hopping
at the university; riving guests which included The agademic highlight of tie uate of Pepperdine College, eC
louabteswcoilnle,th'Pea_eoyvoeutendg taitdleu ol ft
a large contingent of journalists premiere activities was the where he received a dgree in
Third, Mory's broke tradition , "Miss BPW 1969" for outstand-m publications and w i r e seminar in the University Thea- climical psychology, lie earned
to allow press and w o m e n 
fro
from around the world. ture which was Newman, Red- his - master's degree in elemen- big ommunity service. .
through its doors. The film,:
Angeles. All the gowns we.si




guests at the La













Guest were served an execel-
lent wedding tare, catireu 4)N
Russ Brown and staff, and gnen
danced to the Music of The
Quintons Vocal renditions hg
popular artist Ben Hur was
ane of the outstanding features
at the garden reception.
The young couple departed!
for a honeymoon in Hawaii
immediately following the re-
ception. They will be at home
to friends at their newly pur-
chased Don Zarembo, Drive
home in Los Angeles' fashion-
able Baldwin Hills after Octob-!
able Baldwin Hills after Octo-
ber 1.
MR. AND MRS. ALONZO C. GRANT, JR.
were married in Los Angeles at a nuptial
mass. The bride is the former Miss Lola
Marie McAlpin.
fornia to hold the title of Delo- ard McAlpin. Her father is a ! estate broker.
Mrs. Grant,' the first Black luty Attorney General, is the [ Los Angles building contractor Th bride is a 
graduate of
woman in the state of Cali-1 daughtcr of Mr. and Mrs. Leon- I and her mother is a local real' Mount St. Mary's College and_ the University of Loyola's
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The, George Brown of Pepsi —Cola
National Association of Negro and Chuck Cofield of 
the:fats
Business a n d Professional Domino's Restaurants 
,were
34th annual convention held 
hosts to the opening and closingWomen's Clubs concluded its
after some 400 delegates pledg-
ed 
receptions. G e ncral Fabds,
with Dr. Leonora Moragne. asrecently 
in Nashville, Tenn.,
more involvement in urban hostess, served 
continental
problems and the development breakfasts, Joe Make! of The
of educational and cultural Christian Brothers threw a
enrichment programs for young
people. 
champagne party and the 'Fal-
staff hospitality suite was open
In a pre-convention interview where Weaver Hawkins held
! Mrs. Margaret L. Belcher of forth
!Columbus, Ga., nat ional 
Joyce Wallace of Seven-
services throughout the gates
Heublein introduced the ,dele-
and Frances Savage of
'president, stated "our clubs uP
are already involved in corn.
communities thro ugh our 
luncheons 'f'Co7ltheMulperse";iaeanntds' country; attempting to answer 
 
the needs of their respective
special project 'Development - 
were hosted by G. S. Bradley
Equal and Enriching'. Our 
of Gulf Oil Corp. and for- the
youth delegates by Ed Atkin-
. ,
convention will focus on some son of Carnation Co.
special areas of concern via
our theme Targets for 1969."
These targets were put in
prespective in a stimulating
keynote address by Dr. Jayme
C. William s, Professor of
SI eech at Tennessee State Uni-
versity. Mrs Williams, whose
topic was "Priorities in a
World of Change" outlined the
three main challenges that
must be met preparation, coin-, Flint, Mich; Firancial Sacre-
mitment a n d involvement.
counselling p r o grams, the 
tary, Miss Millie Turner.: De-
Cleveland. Recording s'ecre-.
Workshop meetings dealt with
tary, Miss Millie Turner,. De-
troit; Corresponding Secretary,
Mrs. V. Alyce Foster Dallas;
Treasurer, Miss Edyth;I.
from the picture, "Raindrops . pointed to her present position •
victims - Harris, NYC; Editor, •Airs.in Mississippi and
special funds to complete re-4Dorothye Boswell, Los Angeles;
Keep Falling' On My Head." ! by Californa Attorney General pair work on an organization-"Junior Leader, Miss LynetteThe next day events began Thomas C. Lynch in 1966, 
im- sponsored community center; May. Pittsburgh with a tour of an archive ex- mediately following her ad-
in Cuthbert, Ga. A strong set 
m , and Janior
• hibit on the film in the Yale mittance to the State Bar. Cur-
of resolutions was passed, call- Secretary, Miss 
Karla Tenny-
Gallery oi Art, another "first" rently assigned to the consum-
ing for deletion of the Whitten son, Philadelphia,
. PS a film exhibit had never er fraud unit of the Depart-
' identity crisis, responsible pro-
test and drug addition.
The group voted out a coil.
School ion o $1,000 to al oo• of Law. She was ap-
Butch Cassidy Has
Premiere At Yale





ford. Hil!. Goldman and film tary admisistration at the Uni-
•
The following officers :Svere
installed by Congresswqman
Chisholm for the 1970-71 ttrm:
President, Mrs. Margaret L.
Belcher. Columbus, Ga.; :Vice
Presidents, Mrs. Rosalit J.
McGuire, . B a Itimore. ?atty.
Florence V. Lucas, Janacia,
N. Y. and Mrs. Robin Ootens,
MAHALIA
from his Westbury. Cone., home The canoed
with his actress-wife Joanne singing group
Woodward. Also attending was Yale favorites
BUY ONEShirley A. ChishOlm of Brook- .
SHRIMP DINNERhm challenged business and
and create new-style revolu-
tionary politicians,become an ie43 Marrone.,
Good Fri. Oct 3. Sat.,Oct. 4?
346 Viso* Ave. of 4*
anriSun.„Oct 5.and great-grandchildren. - Harr•is photo of the Attorney General's Of- come committed to positive sus mL ;mit 2 to toNewman's co-star, Robert Red- Bacharach-Hal D a vid song' many students as possible.••-flee (Mr. McDonald is the At- social change. 2 FO*
torney .General's Executive As- Recipients of the 1969
Climaxing the convention; r-
dance Kid is scheduled to open:
'Butch Cassidy and the Sun-Iand film celebrities joined critic Hollis Alpert fielding versity of Southern California.
sponsors of the Yale Film As- questions from 600 students, Among the guests' 
was the closing awards ban-I
SHRIMP SPECIAL-71
2 FOR 1
here at the Chicago theatre, quet, where Congresswomansociates at a reception "at the which included student repre- Attorney General Thomas C.
l Oct. 8.
, Paul New man, who stars
Yale student, came to the event time to the press and women. including some of the first co- eral and Mrs. Miles J. Rubin.
-Whiffenpoofs" .eds on campus, staged a cam- Assistant Attornev General an .
integral part of the political;entertained with pus welcome for Newman, who, Mrs. Gordon Ringer, Mr. and
scene where they live and be--and the 13urt'shook hands and spoke to as Mrs Thomas C. McDnnald,
FINAL CLEARANCE
O;(7 1969 CHEVROLET DEMO'S EXECUTIVE CARS
Malibu Sport Coupe =309475
.,.Tsoted gime, vinyl roof, a;r condstoned, powerglide, power stew.
ntlog, wheel covers, radio, hatedrett, front mats.
911111111111111.111111111
• Impala Custom Coups =011061
Tinted glow. bucket seats, headrest, vinyl roof, er conclifiooing,
255 FLE., forbohydreo power steering, views: covers, white-
-well tires, fender skirts, A1.4,44 radio, floor mats, riser speaker.
GA.
••• • Caprice Coupe *01V68
7114eici gime, bucket see+s, heedrest, vinyl roof, air conditioned,
'power brakes, 300 HP., turbohydramatic, power steering, white-











Kingswood Estate Station Wagon
Tinted glass, power windows, power toilgate wind, power oat,
Issiedrest, rear see? Eels., *it' conditioned, power disc brakes, 265
H.P., terkohydrematic, power steering, wheel coves, robe, front




Tinted glass, power windows, power sorts, strafe beck front seat,
Pow mats front end Nor, door edge guard, vinyl reef, are am
.,d;tioned, cornfertron, remote control mirror, visor wonky F0i1T0f,
power disc brakes, anise minter speed can.-.1 427.155 NI.,
furksohydrametic, power steering, whitevreA tine consoled heed-
lights, tape player, AM-FM Stereo Rule, front end seer bumper
verd, rally wheels, deluge kisolt.L
WE HAVE A FULL









Robinson of the Phila- 2 FOR 1 DOZEN I
Foos, v i c e president of May. delphia Junior Club and Na- 
SOY ONE DOZEN
FOR $.114
Company. Attorney Mary G. tional Appreciation Award to on SECOND DOZEN
1, Creutz, Members of the Howard Mrs. Lillie C. Francis of Hunt- GLAZED FREE .
! University s Mothers Club. The ington, L. I. Miss Linda Rosati
243 I. Melemere
Rev. Patrick Cahalen S. J., of the Bronx club was award- Good Fri., Oct. 3, Sat., 00.'4
The Rev. Willis J. Egan, S.J., ed a 4-year scholarship. and Sun., Oct. 5. Limit 2 "
344 Vogue Ave. et 46
! 
•INM malbanew aim mom ma ilWatMr. and Mrs. Ralph Grant,
CHICKEN SPECIAL
sistant). Deputy Attorney Gen- 111.1Y ONEawards were: National Achieve- a• eral and Mrs. Herschel Elkins, CHICKEN DINNERment Award to Dr. Clotilde FM $1.15(head of Consumer Fraud Unit,) Bowen of Denver. first black GET ONE FREEMunicipal Court Judge a n d woman to be promoted to rankMrs. M. Peter Katsufrakis, Cali-,, of Colonel in the U.S. Army, • MA *use Avia. sif 4thfornia Appellate Court Justice
and Mrs Otto M. Kaus, Mr.iNational Community Award 
GooaLFVu;,,,Oct•ic: loti..,imOictt.2 4,,
,:nd Mrs. Knut Hoff, Assembly- 
i to Mrs. Carrie Hull, Nashville frr....-.—....—.....---..4'teacher, National J u n i o r' woman Yvonne Braithwaite,i .
1 Achievement Award to Miss kUFIAUAYS DONUT SHOP 1, Miss Sharon Fay (Los Angela
Times), Mr. and Mrs. George Haael
Lighter moments, entertain-Grand Rapids. Michigan, rela- ment by the hostess group andtives of the groom, Mrs. Ann social activity were provided inGrant, Sacramento, California, 
between too. Local leaders setTI4 TNIS COUPONrelative of the groom.
What's New?
called Blazon is 100', Acrilan and the educational centers inhooded to acetate tricot. It 451 MIssiamialsiNashville, including famous Good Fri Oct- 3, Sot., Oct. 4)/looks like wool, washes like Fisk University and Meharry and Sun Oct, 5, Limit 2 11cotton, wears like iron. Avail-, Medical College.
able in bright colors and swing-
ing patterns, the fabric is ideal-Participating sponsors offer-
for children's wear, suits, sport-l ed pleasant interludes. Herb,





were on hand to welcome the ngPSON CUANNIS.
$5 00 WOINOI OPdelegates and President Belch- 
ClIANING POP use
er was given a key to the city 340 Vow*
and inducted into the exclusive $S',4Porter
Red Carpet Club. The delegates se aviiii•v••
j
• 641 $*. P. I. • 2441$ Se, Da
My., • 203 IL 114••••r• • 443 Sr Sal I




Fender Body Work Painting
24 HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
148 S. SECOND ST
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'Sports Horizon
Tim( GETS COACH 'the two Georgia visitors. TSU
Raymond Whitman, veteran tallied M every period, li o
-assistant football and head ever, it was not until a three
baseball coach at Terme& S e e touchdown fourth quarter out.
A&I Estate University, has mov- burst that the issue was settled.
ed to Fisk to assume the duties It was the first home appear-
of head football mentor for the ance for the Big Blue who
j$tilIclogs. Whitman's griddersIthrashed Kentucky Stab in its
dropped their second game of opener at Frankfort, Ky.
the season when a late rally' Coach John Merritt expressed
deft Fisk trailing victorious.concern for the immaturity of
Clark College of Atlanta, Geor- his young inexperienced squad.
gia. Clark held on to an early Ito A&I bead man implied that
*ad to cop the SIAC contest, his squad may have been over
DO-13 last Saturday afternoon confident. Perhaps the coach-
'Mt Fisk. leg staff took the unheralded
Fisk, behind 20-0 after t w o Albany State eleven for grant-
riettlarters, fought back but twice ed also. "We didn't scout
.*^ the Bulldogs failed on two point them." We f ured with the
gonversion attempts. The Nash- kind of teams hey have been
villians could have salvaged a playing we could take care of
he by converting after their them," Merritt mused in the
'third touchdown, comfort of his office following
—Tennessee A&I swamped Al- the game.
bany State (Ga.) 42-7 to give Tennessee's leading -rusher
,Nashville an even break with Wayne Reese suffered an in-
CAR WASH FOR SALE
15 Years Same location
This is not o do—it—your self but
fully Automatic. Mostly New
Equipment. Low Overhead. Good
Profit. Will ccnsider Trading for











jury and sat out a good portion
of the game last week. Reese
is expected to be ready when
the Big Blue travel to Houston
to play tough Texas Southern in
Moe Stadium Saturday. The,
Tigers return to Nashville Cies
tober 11 for another tough en-
counter with Grambling Col-
lege in W. J. Hale 16,000 capa-
city stadium. Memphisn Doug
Porter, assistant COaCil and top
scout for Eddie Robinson's
famed °rambling crew, was'
an interested on looker from
the prostates' during last week's
game.
Grambling has playld before
better than 120,000 fans in its
first two games which were
played on the road in the Los
Angeles Coliseum and Yankee,
!Stadium in New York City. The!
, Louisiana College drew only
50,582 at home last seaman but
227,585 watched Grambling in
in games in 1968 including four
games in excess of 27,000.
PREP NEARS MID-POINT
The MIAA heads into the
halfway point of the current
season with only So ut h Side
heavily favored to take its con-
ference title. The Scrappers,
a 57-6 easy winner over North-
side last week, clearly estab-
lished their power. Any three
or four teams left on South
Side's schedule could make
each outing interesting but it
will take tremendous perform-
ances to pull an upset South
Side seems to have hurdled its
tallest barriers. Overton Is
the foe this week and the Reb-
els aren't too happy about it.
CBHS generated its strongest
offense of the season
and down previously u nd e-
feated Catholic (3-1), 19-8 be- 1
fore 5,800 fans, the largest
crowd of the season last Sun-
day afternoon.
Melrose, who barely missed
downing South Side in a 0-0 tie,
has two tough opponents left in
CBHS on October 23, and =-
defeated Frayser the follow-
ing week. Like South Side Mel-
rose bounced back last week,
bumping Hamilton off 22-8.
FIVE TENNESSFEANS, four from Memphis, are oe the
football team this season at the University of min-
nesota at Minneapolis and are seen here with Mike McGee-
assistant coach who was All-American tackle at Duke Uni-
versity in 1959. From left are Alvin Ray Hawes, junior,
first team offensive right tackle, graduate of Rooker T.
Washington High; Kenneth George, sophomore, second
Lane Ties Its Opening
Game With Clark, 12-12
The Dragons' opener was
fought to the finish with a 12-12








BLUE PLATE 2 limit
Mayonnaise qt. jar 39*
HEINZ 4 limit












VEG. 4)110 ib. I Be
2/DELMONTE crinkle cut




' SACROMENTO 3oz. can
FRUIT COCKTAIL 3/99*
MEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH OP t SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN






center cut boneless chuck
per lb. 15 IP
GOVT. INSPT. GRADE "A"
FRYERS
cut up per lb. 330
4 legged per lb.1360










Jumbo Roll 2 ROLLS le











JELLY or JAM 180z. 29*
HI-C New
citrus cooler or wildberry
DRINK 460c. can 29*
LIGHT CRUS r 216. box
CORN BREAD MIX 35
PUFFIN
MSCUITS 80/ 6/ 490
CRISCO
VEG. OIL 38oz. 69*
Aunt Jernirna reg. 2 lb. box
PAN CAKE MIX 290
AUNT JEMIMA
SYRUP 24oz. btl. 59110
FRED MONTt-S!
BOUNTY TOWELS
iumbo roll 2 
ROLLS It
With citupon and 5.00 additional purchase •acludingf
vale* of c•upon rnerchen die* ( fresh milk Products
and tobacco •Ise •acludell In compllanc• with *tote
law). oupon itapires noon Wednesday OCT..13 1969
ANTI t mese purchase nat included in coupon re-




short per lb. 490
for boiling choice 290.
SLAB
Blab BACON gamia,
sliced per. lb. lisi"8""10










The Dragons drew blood first
with a 34-yard pass play from
'Harold Gray to Curtis Broom.i
lExtra point attempt was noi
good.
1 Midway the second quarter,
with his back to the wall, Al.
team offensive left tackle, Cleveland, Tenn; Terry Addi-
son, junior, first team offensive right halfback, graduate
of MelroseHigh School; Larry Stevenson, sophomore, third
team offensive left halfback, graduate of Carber; Curtis
Mayfield, sophomore, second team defeneave left end, a
Washington graduate, and Mr. McGee.
Kick-Off Is Held For
MLK Memorial Center
The International Circle of
Friends for the Martin Luther
King Jr. Memorial Center held
their "Kick-Off" meeting for
their first Fund Raisipg Proj-
ect recently at the Americana
Hotel.
The Mcmorial Center will be
erected on two sites in Atlanta.
One will be a permanent place
of entombment of Dr. King,
A Freedom Exhibition Hall,
the resotred brithplace of Dr
King, and a chapel in Ebenez-
er Baptist Church, which was
the leader's home church and
iton Burton had a pass picked 
,
today it is pastored by his lath-
off allowing the Panthers to ea.
tie the score with Onell
Banks scoring from the t e n The otner site, near Atlanta
yard line. Clark, as did Lane University will include the In- Angeles Dodgrs, who hit safe-
missed the extra point. The
tug-of was lasted until half-
time with no additional scores
made.
A delightful halftime show
was presented by the Lane Col-
lege Marching Band. Heead
majorettes are Miss Forestine
Cook and Miss Retha Conely
both of Memphis. K. E. Samp-
son is the director.
Second half began with Lane
receiving and meeting the de-
fense of the bittered Panthers
had to give up the ball. Clark
took over and meeting the vic-
tory hungry Dragons, also had
to give up the ball. The Rock-
ing Chair" lasted the entire
third period.
stitute for Non Violent Social
Change, An Institute for Afro-
American Studies, a library
and archives, and a museum
of Afro-American Li f e and 76ers Cut TaylorCulture.
ly in all 28 games during the
month, Monday were named
The First Fund Raising Proj- PHILADELPHIA — (UPI)—
ect will be a luncheon Novem- Rookie Willie Taylor, 6-8 for-
ward from LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege of Memphis, Tenn., who
was the Philadelphia 76ers sec-
ond draft choice was placed on
!Friends will honor the Incom- waivers.
her 9 at the Americana Hotel,
at 53rd Street and 7th Avenue,
N.Y.C.
The International Circle of
parable Dr. Eva Jessye, con- The cat enabled the 76ers to
ductor of the "Eva Jessye
Chair" the late George Gersh-
win appointed her choral Di-
rector for Porgy and Bess. She
is a product of Western U.,
Kansas, and Langston Univer-
sities.




HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
Here is one of the outstondingoutemobil• salesmen
in the Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chev-
rolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstand-
ing selection of fine new and used cars and trucks.
H. can bit of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing See Tama, Grant... Make a No. 1
Buy on America's N.. 1 Car - Chevrolet at Union.
reach the National Basketball




ORANGEBURG, S. C. —
Miss Leola Adams, second
ranking honor student in t h e
South Carolina State College
Class of 1969 received a Uni-
versity Fellowship to pursue
graduate studies in home eco-
nomics education at Iowa State
University at Ames, Iowa.
She has excelled scholastical-
ly throughout her college ca-
reer and received many honors
and awards. Among them is the
Crisco Trophy for outstanding
achievements.
Miss Adams was active in
the college Home Economics
Club, Baptist Student Union,
Student Christian Association,
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,











• 'Pair Co won't rah off












Ask for it 
r=
men ares\aIrs. John Mosier of
the Uttar? IPague, actor Os
sie Davis, Congresswoman
Shirley Chisholm, Duke Elling
ton, Dr. Ward Pigman, and
Gertrude McBrown
The presidt nt of the New
York Chapter of the Circle of





HAMPTON, Vs. — Specula-
tion was rife this week as to
whether Dr. Jerome
Holland, who after ten years of
being one of Hampton Univer-
sity's outstanding builders a/
its college president resigned
last week, will take a new tied
equally challenging eagignment
at his alaia meter, Cargell Uni-
versity, where he once starred
as a college football AlliAmeri-
can. '
Although Dr. Holland -said Ii
his letter of resignation that he
had talked the mattet-over pri-
vately with Dr, Albert Howe
Jr., chairman of the Hampton
board of trustees for a consid-
erable time, the aeoseuseement
of his resignation came as a
shock to the college community
and the institution's graduates,
many students and faculty.
Like most present-day c o l-
iege presidents, Dr. Holland
had faced some incidents of
student unrest during the past
year,
He wrote in his letter of re-
signation, addressed to Dr.
Howe: ". . . It is my belief
that the college leadership po-
sition should change periodical-
ly in order to bring to an insti-
tution of higher education new
approaches for challenging the
changing social order of the
future."
"In addition." he wrote, in
all candor, the contemporary
college scene encourages One
to reconsider moral and ethical
, reasons for continuing in an
administrative capacity."
, When he became president of
Hampton Institute in May. 1960,
Dr. Holland was president of
Delaware State College in Do-
ver, Del. He attached a 37-page
booklet entitled "Fulfillment of
A Pledge" to his resignation
letter. In it, he recounted that
Hampton's endowments had
grown from Sae-million to S30-
million and its enrollment from
1,500 to 2,700; faculty from 125
to 187; and 17 buildings valu-
ed at S27-million were built dur-
; Mg his administration.
He is the author of a book,
1"Black Opportunity- based on
' the job status of Negroes in
-America today,
Palmer, Davis Top Picki=--
NEW YORK — (UPI) — the winners of the VEICHeusen
Jim Palmer of the esitimoreloutstanding achieventrut award
Orioles, who hurled a no-hitter.lin ma* league banditti dnr-
and Willie Davis of the Los ing August.
Palmer, bothered on and off
during the season by back
trouble, pitched his et-hitter
against the Oakland .2thletics
in his second start...staee com-
ing off the disabled' list after
42 days to win the American
League vote.
Davis collected 49 hits and
batted .450 for the entfte mouth
to gain the National League
award.
Others receiving votes were
Roberto Clemente of Pitts-
burgh, Bo Gibson of St.
Louis, Ken Holtzman of the
Cubs and Sam McDowell of
Cleveland.
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Proposals will be accepted by
the Memphis Housing Authority
it its offica, 700 Adams Ave-
n ue., Memphis. Tenn•ssea, en-.
til 10:00 A M. E Friday,,
October 10 1969 for the fury,.
ishing of all labor, materials.,
and equipment to modify one
IP steel casement window in
e arl, of eppreximetely 1,320
apartments leceted LWOW
Terrace, Tenn, 1-1, 1..•Moyne
Gordent„T enn. 1.4.1-4A. end an.
(1) aluminum cosernent-windew
in each of approximately six-
hundred (650) apartments in
C leaborne Homes, Tenn 1.1.
1-11.
Detailed proposal forms and
soiecificatiors Or. Ovoliabl• at
the Central Office. 700 Adams
Avenue, Mentpliik T 
Attention is celled t th• fact
that not less than the minimum
wages set forth in speci-
fications most be paid by the
contractors. Th. C•04,0eivir
must ensure +et entpl  and
applicants fee employment ore
net disctimittatied •goinst b.-
cause of Sheer rem creed-calor
or, or nathsnal origin.
The Memphis Housing Authori-
ty reserves the right to reject
one or oil bids or ?It...civil any
information in the biddirig.
All bidders shall b• licensed
eentroctors as required by Chap-
ter 135 of Public Actsvf 1945
of th• General Assembly of the
State of T e„, and,. all
Amendments thereto. The bid-
dsit' s nom• and contractor's It-
c• n.e number must be placed
on the lams of the envelope con-
taining the bid documents- All
bidders west also hove City of
Mioniphis Privilegellorns• and
submit ewlienc• of ialoe-tri 6i66.
ing.
This document is end shell be
pert of the contract.
No bid shell be w;thdrewn for
o p•rlod•f thirty (30) days sub-
sequent to the opening if bids
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Maury Wills, 371
Plans '70 Return
LOS ANGELES - (UPI) -
Maury Wills, who celebrates
his 37th birthday Thursday,
will return to the Los Angeles
Dodgers in 1970.
"I hnign _decided that I want
to play another year," the vet-
eran shortstop said. "I hope
the Dodgees include me in their
plans."
Manager Walter Alston, who
will return for his 17th season
at the Dodger helm next year,
agreed with Wills' decision.
"Maury indicated he can
still play the position," he de-
clared. He played as well as
I have ever seen him play. He
might got old in a hurry but
it hasn't happened yet."
Wills returned to the Dod-
gers this season in a trade
with the Montreal Expos afb.
er a hiatus since 1966 when
he was dealt to the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
Since his return, the scrappy
infielder has played in 96 of the
club's 100 games and has a
.302 batting average as a Dod-
ger. He is hitting .275 overall
in 1969.
Wills returns to the lineup
tonight as the Dodgers host
San Francisco.
MRS. OLGA LOMBARDI makes no secret of who her boy'
is as her daughter, Joan, and son-in-law, New York Meta
manager Gil Hodges visit her in hospital. (UPI)
Buckeyes Top Ratings,
Penn State Ranked 2nd
NEW YORK - (UPI) -
Ohio State, rated the nation's
No. 1 college football team
without :laving played a game,
justified its ranking Saturday
with a cashing rout .
The Hoolseyes, defending na-
tional champions, demolished
Texas Christian 62-0 in their
opener and received over-
whelmit=pport from the 35-
membeMited Press Interna-
tional of coaches as the
nation's =b1 team.
Ohio *ate was named first
on 32 on11.35 ballots cast Mon-
day by 13/Eloard and second on l
the remeining three for 3471
points. Ms-total easily eclipses:(
second-Gated Penn State (251).;
tinued, -with Arkansas (231; r
SouthertiMalifornia (187). Okla-
homa tshed sixth with 147
le d Tennessee, Michigan
State, orida and Lowsiana
State. Zittford was ranked
16th, wiltnr Alabama, Wyoming,
Kansas Zlite and Florida State
complethas.the to 20.
The thaelceyes turned in their
most alittsnme offensive show
in years-In trouncing Texas
Christian-The once slow-mov-
ing "thrce yards and a cloud
of dust" offense has suddenly
become an explosive machine
under the direction of junior
quarterback Rex Kern.
Ohio State is scheduled to






fore playing Big Ten opponents
in its last seven games.
Penn State, unbeaten in 21
games and possessor of a 13-
game winning streak, had little
trouble with Colorado, winning
27-3 while Arkansas blasted
Tulsa 55-0 and Texas routed Eagles Lose NAtilson,
Texas Tech 49-7.
Southern California romped Knee Ligaments Torn .
past Northwestern 48-6, Okla-
homa downed Pittsburgh 37-8
and Georgia recorded its sec-
ond shutcut in as many games!
by blanking Clemson 30-0.
Purdue turned in its almostl
annual beating of Notre Dame
downaig the Irish 28-14 and Mis-
souri, heading for an eventual
big eight showdown with Okla-
homa, whipped Illinois 37-6.
UCLA boosted its record to
3-0 by beating Wisconsin 34-23
while Mi.tigan drubbed Wash-
ington 45-7. Tennessee broke in-
to the :op 20 by blasting Au-
burn, ranked 17th last week,
45-17 and Mich.gan State hand-
ed Southern Methodist its third
straight uefeat, 23-15.
Florida beat Mississippi State
47-35, Louisiana State dumped
Rice 42-0, Stanford blanked
Oregon 28-0, Alabama destroy-
ed Southern Mississippi 63-14,r
surprising Kansas State won
its second in a row, beating Ari-
zona 42-27 and Florida State
edged Miami (Fla.) 16-14.
Fve coaches from each of
the seven geographical areas
of the nation comprise the UPI
ratings board. Each week they
select the top 10 teams in the
nation.
ABA Opens Play
NEW YORK - (UPI) - A
44-game exhibition slate was
announced by the American
Basketball Association which
is preparing for its third sea-
son of competition.
Preseason activity gets un-
derway Wednesday night when
Los Angeles Stars meeting
the Carolina Cougars at Win-
ston-Salem. N.C., and the Mi-
ami Floridians facing the Dal-
las Chaparrals at Grambling,
La
PHILADELPHIA - (UPI) -
Harry Wilson. running back of
the Philadelphia Eagles, under-
went surgery Sunday night for
a torn ilgament of his left
knee suffered in the Eagles'i
victory over the Pittsburgh'
Steelers.
It was the third operation in
the three year pro career of the
former Nebraska back, a n d
the second time he was injured
in a Steders game.
Wilson snapped his achilles
tendon -olgainst Pittsburgh in
the thir4 game of the 1967 sea-
son, ant) underwent surgery
for that. injury twice. He sat
Jut last -season.
Dr. James Nixon, team phy-
sician who performed the sur-
gery described the injury "as
a real good tear. The knee was
like a swinging gate."
Nixon said Wilson might be




1961 V8 Impala Chevrolet automoballi
perfect condition. 324-6867 or 743-7M.
FOR SALE




Spacious Two Bedroom Apt, Central
Heat Wired for AC. Water Paid. Off
Street Parking. 62.50 Mo.
See Mr. Avant 1146 Breedlove. Apt. 11
.1 D. MARKS REALTY CO.
525-1796
HOUSE FOR SALE
1686 EDWAFtDS ST, 3 bedroom brick,
generate Dining room. 2 windowed AC.
carpeted LR a DR. FHA or VA.
Vollintine School.
465 MARLOW ST. Indian Hill. 3 BR
brick, central air, fireplace in den,
carport, equity sale.
2495 KIMBALL. Bethel Grove. 4 BR.
2 baths Paneled Den, clean as new
Inside and out. Equity Sale.
Adelaide Turner 518-4580
Bob Logan Realty. Realtor!!
2978 Austin Peay Hwy 386_5822
Have it your way.
Budweiser
is the best way to go,
any way you go.















































with this coupon anti
$5.00 purchase,
•scluding tobacco and fresh or frozen milk
products, and in addition to any other put-
Limit Ono. Oct. 1




KROGER 5- b. bog ItOP* SUGAR
with this coupon and $5.00 additional pUr
Cheek siscludinp tobacco and fresh at 441.
























FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS





with I Heritage Broom
with two 8-crz. pkgs.
Kroger Cheese Sticks





4,1 with a 4-oz. Kroger Chili Powder, ril I:
Cinnamon or 3.75-oz. Paprika  L7-I
50 with two Country Oven Cookies -1111 L.
with two pkgs.
Country Oven Donuts  0 I50
50 Chuck or Ground Round 
it CI `iw i 2-lbs. or more Ground
with 3-lbs. or !gr. Brils.50 Tenderay Beef Roast  g
50 Center-Cut Pork Chops ft}
2 pkgs. Breakrast orw 
50  
with 2 pkgs. Fryer Breast,
Legs or Thighs  g
25 Center Sliced Ham 






with 3-lbs. or more moos I
with 5-1b. potatoes 
with two heads Lettuce
1
i 2S  H
N 25 with 3-lbs. Apples
with Pest Humus 
En
1 50  I.
25 with one okg BuRni X
25
\ 25 with 59'or171 r ;
LOM ftl‘ WAd' 3"5141"/
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—Led By Dr. White, Mississippi Valley State
Symbolizes Emerging New Realism Of Solons
•triA SENA, Miss. — "The
copege with a million friends,"
killtru as Mississippi Valley
tat. College, is a 21-year phe-
orainetion in higher culture.
Dedicated to help young peo-
A: discover and develop un-
reeognized potentials, it was
edirisioned by Mississippi sol-
o" in 1148. Under the admini-
stiletto° of Gov. Fielding L.
Wiight, 1948 1952, it took em-
begietnentdown in "The Wilder-
nilEss," in Leflore County, cen-
tering 000,000 persons of color,
MYSC gained 'A' rating, last
year, after the Miss. legisla-
ture appropieted an emu,
gincy fund in the sum of $700,-
0e0. The man who made that
eat eventually possible waa
hIndpieked, 20 years previous.
LThere was only one educator
in ire nation that the commit-
tie could have correctly chos-
et: a Tennessean with God-
oven genius, in the person of
H.. White; born at Gal-
latin, shortly after the turn of
tie century.
:The last of the pioneer presi-
dints — a living, breathing
Iagiod— Dr. White's meteor-
ic `career is measured by a
cluster of triumphs, consistent
ateativity, and courageous op-
timism.
•rit constant smile is ever upop
his face but behind that facade
rordiality bests the heart of
a. doer — a daring aeademic-







DRESSES HAIR 1$ P(!
a "i • 1•11,4•7111r,•,••-•••
the Meaning of ths words, "no,
not, and canna."
"I own my success to the
patience and inspiration of two
grand women," recalls Dr.
White.
His eyes gleam, when he
says "My mother gave moti-
vation to me, all of my forma-
tive years, and beyond." he
smiles and adds: "I and my
college sweetheart consented
In love, forever, in the mid-
twenties. Mrs. J. H. White de-
serves credit for half of the
miracles usually a ccredited
wholly to me." The whites
have one devoted son.
Laboring in every facet of
the schoolroom, after two de-
cades of planning, in White-
villa, Tennessee, Dr . White
lifted the obscure, impecunious
"NON,
DICIPONDBR
A NEW DAY IN MIMMISIPPI — Where these happy ma-
triculants are standing, under a spreading tree at Missis-
sippi Valley _State College, thousands of crawling serpents
once crawled. When ground was broken, 19 years ago, bull-
dozers and well protected workmen destroyed thousands
ready been contacted by Mis-
sissippi solons, earlier that
year, 1948, to become president
little Dardeman County Train- of their blue printed, S-multi-
ing School into 'A' rating and, million establishment, in Itta
with the aid of its poor farm- Bena.
era, raised the $5,400 needed Warning the Lane trustees
to construct the first brick, Ros-
enwald structure built in the
South.
That same integrity, sales-
manship and perserverance
has built MVSC into a $25-mil-
lion shrine, with more than
2,200 students, in less than a
quarter of a century.
Educators everywhere took
note of the miracle Dr. White
had wrought in rural Tennesee.
Naturally, he was invited to
take the helm at Lane College,
Jackson, Tenn. A Christian
Methodist Church-related in-
stitution, with `13' rating after
70 years of operation, Lane
was on the verge of losing its
membership in the United Ne-
gro College Fund.









WARREN'S ORiGINAL HAIR STYLES
Completely modern and Air-Condition
Barber and Beauty Shop
Hi-Fashion Hair Styles
A complete hair, facial and manicure service
FREE PARKING
Open 6 days a were(
887 Thomas Street 527-3478
that he could devote only a
term and a half to that chair,
because of the previous corn-
mittment to official Missis-
sippi, Dr. White was enthusias-
tically named Lane College
president, at $4,800 per year.
Forging the alumni into a
working instrument, with na-
tionwide fu nd-raising cam-
paigns in action, Travel i n g
thousands of miles and, at the
same time keeipng his eyes on
tha academic program, Dr.
White and his cohorts made
ready for the crucial visit of
the examining committee — he
often joined the limited supply
of painters, himself, by don-
ning overails to speed up thei
job.
On Dec. 5, MO, at Daytona
Beach the annual meeting of
the Southern Association grant-
ed Lane its first 'A' rating.
The miracle completed in 1
and 1/2 years, after nearly sev-
en decades of failure, Dr. White
resigned on Dec. 15, 1949, and
removed 1.0 Ma Bens on Feb.
3, 1950
New Administrative
Plan At Tenn. State
NASHVILLE — When thef mostly composed of a4minls-
1969-70 school year opened at trator and a student here and
Tennessee State, the university there, there will be 12 such
began operating under a new committees elected by the
'administrative structure, as mostly, composed of adminis
I well as with new name. trators and student here sadAs announced by President there, there will be 12 such
A. P. Torrence. this new strue. committees elected by the
ture is designed "to promote faculty, most of which will
a unified program of superiorhave student representationi
quality at Tennessee Stateipresentation elected by the
University.- It will increase thelstudent body.
Idifficiency of operation an "Included in the 12," Dr.
I will strengthen the founda-
tion upon which the new, pro-
jected program is being built.
The last legislature passed
a bill to change the name
t of the university from Tennes-
see A. and I. State University
Ito Tennessee State University.
The number of individuals in
nine areas reporting directly'
!to the president will be reduc-
ed from 16 or 17 to four. From
Torrence pointed out, "there
will be a Faculty Senate for
the first time."
University officers reporting,
directly to the president, with ,
the addition of two other of-
ficers yet to be named, will
form the President's council.
Under the newly formed struc-
turethe four officers are:
Dr, William N. Jackson,,
the addition of two other of-,!
!25 university-wide committees, ficers vet to be named,
four officers are:
Dr. William N. Jackson,
Dean of Faculty, under whom
the deans of the graduate and
the four undergraduate schc( Is
(with their 26 departments)
and the librarian will function.
The heads of aerospace studies
and extension and continuing




pets is seconds as niillions do with
ORA•al. Marty dentists recommend







No. 1-3471 Poplar at Highland
No. 2-1471 Florida at Parkway
No. 3-4808 Navy Rd., Millington
No. 4 — 549 South Parkway East
No. • 6-661 Chelsea
No. 7-4280 Macon Road
No. 1-452 E. Shelby Drive
Bring The Quality Stamp Coupons that
you received in the mail to one of
the Lucky Foods Stores listed below
No. 9-2219 Florida No, 2 6 —5205 Highway 61 S.
No. 10-1478 Notional Ns. 27-1693 Lauderdale
No. 1 1 —Stimson's 1306 E. Broadway, W. Mk. No. 4 2 —Inverness, Miss.
No. 12-3152 Johnson
No. 14-4701 Highway 51 South
No. 1 5 —2481 Dwight Rood
No. 17-4591 Quince
No. 48-2458 Chelsea
No. 5 2 —Ridgely, Tenn.
No. 60—Selmer, Tenn.
13
of serpents — to make way for the modern campus that
spreads today, Just outside We Rena, Miss. Hundreds of
youngsters have found wonderful careers-by drinking of




Excellent opportunity for experienced
TV Engineer. First-Class FCC license
required. Phone or Write.
Chief Engineer WHNI—TY
An Equal Opportunity Employer
WHY WORRY?
LEY US...
do your electritol wiring properly .
bora your air conditioners ... sell you
the proper air conditioner you need —
and combine eon onebosy-to-pay
monthly contract.
40-41t4104P104010111110
LEARN TO DRIVE •••• •no MB
.•••
If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever















Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefit-1, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings .for Me-
chanics who want steady employment in large. roomy. shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWIT'T at 042e4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.






BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED






Exclusive Comfort Guard Control
eliminates extreme temperature ups and downs.
Pushbutton controls. 2 Fan Speeds . . . HI COOL
tor warm days, LO COOL for evening and night
comfort. You can install it yourself it's so compact.
Built-in overload protector on compressor., Re-
moves 2.4 pints of moisture per hour.
$








Ado/stabile thermostat — just set and forget! "Dry Steel" con- I
struction only from Whirlpool to prevent rust out. Special silenc-
ing chamber absorbs excessive noise. 2-way air direction reflec-













New SUPER COOL conirol, gets rid of heat build-up in a house
that's been closed up all day. ComfoH Guard control with eid-
justoble thermostat. Dry Steel construction ond 4i-way air direc-
tion allows you to direct cool air Up, down, to either side . . .
( MODEL ALT-221-3 AVAILABLE IN 22,000 BTU
CE APPLIANCE Co.L. I. GATLIN L L GATLIN JR R G. Mktg





4255 Hwy. II Se.
Pb... 394-0M
FRAYSER








SEASON CLOSES MONDAY Oct. 20
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.
POST TIME 8 P.M.










CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS
•
E3LB
'8 yd. knit fabric
2 yds, for S9
Save on our finest knit fabrics! 10O0  poly-
esterdouble knits that are completely ma-
chinewashable! Large selection of colors
for fail and winter. All are 58'' to 60"
wide.
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What a sensational value on new fall and winter
dresses! Career and casual styles in Dacron poly-
ester double knits, bonded acrylic knits, and many
other fabrics. Tweeds, solids, and checks! So
many styles we can't show them all! Sizes 8-20
and 12V2-24Y2.
M.T.T.M. Dresses, all three stores
239.50 decorator sofa
155
Traditional sofa with track arms, quilted
loose cushion seat and back. Pillow arms.
Gold or blue floral print.
Furniture, all three stores
americars most famous labels!
COATS
compare at $60 to $9.
$48
Every new fashion look for fall! Fitted coats,
scarf coats,double breasted coats, single breast-
ed coats, fullcoats! Welt seaming, inverted pleats,
and many other smart new features that are found
only in the newest styles! Fabrics are wool petit
point worsteds, imported and domestic tweeds,
Berrocca's plaids, star checks, mohair, shetland,
100% camel hair! Gay, bright checks and plaids,
plus lovely solid colors. Misses and petites'
6-18.
Coats, all three stores
sealy six-piece
twin bed set
• Two twin size Sealy mattresses
• Two twin size Sealy box springs
• Two twin size beds
Sealy quality bedding . . choice of French
antique white or maple or mahogany fin-
ishes.
Extra bedroom furniture to match French
antique white beds:
149.50 double dresser and mirror 5110
$199 chest of drawers $19
Furniture and Bedding, all three stores
$4-'9 if perfect sweaters
2 for s5
Long sleeved sweaters and shell-type
tops in hundreds of sty les and colors.
Novelty and classic styles in Orlon acryl-
ic or wool. Sizes 34-44.







Huge selection of famous make samples;
closeouts, and irregulars! Permanent press
fabrics. Long sleeved styles. Sizes 14-17
with sleeves 32-35". Sport shirts in sizes
S-M-L-XL.



























Many lovely trees in your choice
of sizes and kinds.
8.98 4-ft. trees, 5 99 2 for $10
13.98-14.98, 5-ft. trees 7.99
17.98-19.98, 6-ft. trees 9.99






Our own Celacloud pads with an-
chor bands. Sanforized seamless,
bleached white.
3.49 twin size 2.66
4.49 full size 3.66
6.49 king size 4.66






Slight irregulars but good hilyS1
Durable wearing, no-iron blend.
5.49 twin flat 2 for $6
6.49 full flat 2 for $t;
12.99 king flat 2 for 811.
$4 pair pillow cases $2 pair
4.49 pair bolster cases 2.22 pair














Wm. Adams silver gob I et with
small gadroom border.
5.49
7.95 glass lined silver pie plate.
4.88











$25 punch bowl set
Crystal bowl on silver stand.
crystal cups and ladle with
ver handle.
4.50 Colony 3-piece salad
olive, gold, or crystal.
China, all three stores
.,..._...._,..,,,_ _
oneida silverplate holloware
Beautiful serving pieces by Onei-
da ,n Royal Provincial pattern,
$10-2 50 serving pieces.
7.99-17.99
$75 4-pc. coffee set. $60
•!\..J,r ail three stores
set














shiris, skimmers! Belted and
In wonderful double knits and other
Tweed and woven patterns in a huge
Misses' sizes 8-20.
all three stores
$60 wool knit suits
34.99
Three-piece suits of 100% wool double knit. Imported
from Italy! Solid colors, plaids, checks, and combi-
nations in several styles. Classic styles in assorted
fall colors. Sizes 8-20.




Selection of styles in dresses for fall and winter.
Solid colors, prints, combinations. Dacron polyes-
ters, rayon blends, and wool knits included. Sizes
8-18.
Dresses, all three stores




The wonderful under-fashion that doubles as a bre
and a slip! White or beige nylon tricot with lace
cups. Sizes 32-34-36, A-B-C.





1.50 famous brand men's socks
Orlon acrylic-25%. nylon crew stiles, mid-length nylon
or nylon rib over-the-calf with LycraWspandex tops. in
selection of colors. Regular size fits 10-11'1, king size
.29.991.25, 6 for 7.20
Men's Furnishings, all three stores
'11-$12 sweater shirts
100% Orlon acrylic link knit in a sweater Shirt for men. Short
sleeves. Crew neck, Solid colors with contrasting trim. S-M-L-XL.
5.99
Men's Sportswear, all three stores
$40 all weather coats
Dacron polyester and cotton shell with acrylic pile lining. Quilted
sleeve liner. Split shoulder, storm collar. Black, natural, navy.
or dark brown. 38-46 regular, 38-44 long.
Men's Clothing, all three stores
$13 long sleeved Banlon shirts
100% Banton nylon shnts in many solid colors. Famous brand.
Long sleeves, fashion crew collars. SAII-L-XL.
6.99
Men's Sportswear, all three stores
$14-$25 famous brand sweaters
woof and wool Wend sweaters in pullover and cardigan
Assorted colors and styles. All by famous makers. Sizes
.
10.99
_ • Men's Sportswear all three stores
s100..s125 young men's suits
fall weight suits in a wide selection of colors end patterns. 3.
button style, flap pockets center vents. 38-42 regular.
. '75-93.75
The Club, all three stores
s50-s85 fall sport coats
Young men's sport coats of 100% wool in tweeds, herringbones.
plaids, and solids. Traditional 3-button style. Brown, blue or
olive. 38-42 r eguler. 
i 37.50-63.75
The Club, all three stores
men's long sleeved sport shirts
Permanent press polyester-cotton sport shits in assorted pat.
terns. Long sleeved. Sizes S-M-L-XL.
3.39, 3 for '10
Men's Sportswear, all three storm,
..
100%
styles.
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